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Abstract
The Tiiendemanns Group is a legal group of entities, helping to get the world in a much
better state than it is today and ensuring it to stay that way for future generations. We will
do this by building a multicultural global transgenerational minded organization with a
corporate for-profit earnings model that is designed to help tackle directly or indirectly
some of the collective problems we are currently experiencing, like wealth inequality,
loneliness because of digitalization, wage stagnation and indignant working environments
and more. By serving humanity and earning our income by introducing new services to
the world like Viisiit.® (a new door-to-door & livingroom-to-livingroom service provider
that rewards its members called Welcomers for their time, attention and eventual
contribution to surveys during product presentations, all paid by Viisiit.® and advertisers
that uses the oﬄine product presentation platform of Viisiit.®) and products like
PreciousChips® (a new metal playing chip that can be sold directly or through
subscriptions that brings precious metals investing to the general public) we can start
investing in sustainable initiatives to help our planet become healthy and prosperous
again.
The Tiiendemanns Group will use existing blockchain platforms (Bitcoin & Komodo) to run
its own payment and utility cryptocurrency and future security token systems. We
consider potential further blockchain developments in case there is a considerable need
to include additional features to the project with respect to our users' needs.
You can contact or chat with a team member online through their personal accounts
(found in chapter 5) or through these Tiiendemanns Groups’ social media team accounts:
Twitter - Www.twitter.com/@Hiinderloopn
Telegram - Www.t.me/viisiitcoin
Discord - https://discord.gg/S2mjZGM
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0. General introduction to this whitepaper
This whitepaper is written to introduce the trade secret of the Tiiendemanns Group, called
the 1001 Year Plan. What the Tiiendemanns Group holds as a secret are the future
projects contained in the 1001 Year Plan that either still needs market validation or R&D
before we can announce them publicly. Every other parts of the 1001 Year Plan or the
business handlings of the Tiiendemanns Group will be transparently and honestly
communicated in this whitepaper and in all our public communications.
This whitepaper is the founding document of the Tiiendemanns Group of which everyone
can use to hold the company later accountable to. Another purpose of this whitepaper is
to explain the relation between all (legal) entities within the Tiiendemanns Group and to
give readers of this whitepaper the first broad picture of what we want to concretely
achieve with the 1001 Year Plan, that starts with the door-to-door & livingroom-tolivingroom service provider called Viisiit.®, that has its own payment currency called
ViisiitCoin. To help Viisiit.® become financially self sustainable faster the Tiiendemanns
Group will also together with Viisiit.® start with the production and sale of a new metal
playing chips called PreciousChips®. PreciousChips® will be one of the first products in
the product presentation portfolio of Viisiit.® that will be presented by Viisiiters to
Welcomers. Both Viisiit.® and PreciousChips® are registered trademarks belonging to the
Tiiendemanns Group.
This whitepaper is also written to explain how the starting fixed price per ViisiitCoin (or VC
for short) is set when used on the Viisiit.® (e-commerce & “oﬄine”) platform. Also to
explain the relationship between a ViisiitCoin and the shares in the Tiiendemanns Group.
The ViisiitCoin blockchain will be build as a sidechain on the Komodo-platform that is
centrally governed by the Tiiendemanns Group and its shareholders. More information
about the ViisiitCoin blockchain can be found in chapters 1.1.4 & 7.3. More information
about the blockchain-platform that the ViisiitCoin-blockchain will be built on top can be
found in chapter 6.
The terms and stipulations for your eventual participation in the pre-private sale can be
found in chapter 7. All the projects listed in the 1001 Year Plan, are the Intellectual
Property of the Tiiendemanns Group. Most projects described in the 1001 Year Plan are
not disclosed in this whitepaper because the trademarks and/or patents are not filed yet.
Awaiting trademark registration approval for Dutch Joker Poker© and the ViisiitCoin®logo. The ViisiitCoin® name is already protected under the Viisiit.® name registration.
This will be the first of 4 oﬃcial whitepapers, each for each step in the (pre-)private and
(pre-)public dICO/STO sale. Most of what is written in this version will stay and still be
valid in the last oﬃcially published whitepaper, only the corresponding sections for the
sale of the ViisiitCoins will be revised and updated. Fundamental changes to terms or
public planning will be separately addressed in subsequent whitepapers too.

0.1 Introduction to the Tiiendemanns Group

The Tiiendemanns Group is a legal group of entities, working for the common good and
global collective, its stakeholders and shareholders, all represented by one company
headquartered in The Hague, the Netherlands, called Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. (f.t.).
Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. is the in perpetuity licensee and re-licensor of all IP’s
described in the 1001 Year Plan.
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The Tiiendemanns Group is a company with strong beliefs that is voiced in the beginning
by the founder, Alvin Leito, who also starts with the role of chairperson, president and ceo
of the Tiiendemanns Group. These beliefs are formed by the foundation that the company
is founded on, which is the 5P-Formula©. The 5P-Formula© is a tool that Alvin designed,
before having came up with the idea of the Tiiendemanns Group, that helps people and
organizations make decisions not based on monetary profit but natural profit for all its
team members and the global collective. In short the 5P-Formula© works as a “morality
compass” for organizations and individuals.
Alvin itself will start as a minority shareholder of the Tiiendemanns Group, but will hold the
vast majority of the voting power in the Tiiendemanns Group through his chairperson-ship
of the Tiiendemanns Group Trust. The Tiiendemanns Group Trust is the entity within the
Tiiendemanns Group that holds the vast majority of the restricted shares that are statutory
locked starting from 2 years to 1001 years. The heirs and descendants of the founder of
the Tiiendemanns Group will be the last persons and/or entities that will receive the
statutory set 0.25% of the common shares of the Tiiendemanns Group 1001 years after
start of Tiiendemanns Holding B.V..
The Tiiendemanns Group is a company designed to be given to the world, where its team
members and shareholders receive financial rewards for their work and time and financial
investments and every one else can benefit through the services, products and
experiences that the Tiiendemanns Group will bring to the global market. A part of the
Tiiendemanns Group will also be indirectly given to people through the issuance of a
security token called ViisiitToken, in which ViisiitToken holders can exchange their tokens
for actual common share certificates in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V..
In essence, the Tiiendemanns Group is a for-profit for the common good company, as we
care for both present as future generations that need a safe, healthy and fun world to live
in. By helping to tackle collective social problems directly like wealth inequality, (physical
feeling of) loneliness because of the digitalization of societies and distrust in advertising,
with the products and services of Viisiit.® that we will introduce to the market, we as a
company strives to make our world a better and in a more harmony connected place. To
work on the collective social problems that we can only indirectly help to tackle, it’s
statutory set that 10% of the common shares in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. will be
divided between 2 diﬀerent non-profit charities described in the founding statutes of the
holding.
This type of company in which by design a large portion of the global community can
become shareholders of the company in the future just by holding an utility token, without
needing to buy shares on public equity exchanges is revolutionizing. What is also
revolutionizing is the idea for a company to work towards global philanthropic goals on a
capitalistic sustainable basis. Corporate greed is damaging both global markets and our
natural world. The Tiiendemanns Group is designed to serve as proof that capitalism can
function without being greedy.
More information about the Tiiendemanns Group can be found at
www.tiiendemanns.com.
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0.2 Introduction to the 1001 Year Plan

The whole 1001 Year Plan was thought and initially designed by Alvin. This was done by
first doing market research and contemplating on the question, what is all needed in the
world that yet don’t exist or that exists but is in dire need of modernization? This question
became most prudent to be answered because Alvin wanted to start a company where
he could have full control of the implementation of the 5P-Formula© in it.
The results of Alvin’s’ search for these answers is what became the 1001 Year Plan. In
choosing which ideas to select to become potential projects housed in the 1001 Year
Plan, Alvin selected them by deciding if they all have at least these 3 characteristics;
Being ecologically & economically sustainable
They need to bring value in people’s lives
They need to contribute to a better world
The 1001 Year Plan is a phased plan, that will gradually be put in motion by the
Tiiendemanns Group, depending funding amount received and revenue generation of
already started projects/companies. Only the projects not yet validated, awaiting trade
mark registration or awaiting R&D to bring to market fall under the trade secret of the
Tiiendemanns Group. These together with all the other intellectual properties, including
already obtained trademarks, future patents, URL’s and copyrights is the collective idea of
what we call the 1001 Year Plan.
What the 1001 Year Plan is essentially saying is, let’s see what’s going to happen in year
x, when we start doing 1a and 2a, (etc..) because then we will expect y to happen. The
1001 Year Plan is in essence a holistic group of philanthropic and humanitarian based
ideas looking to find their footing in the real world. The fundament of these ideas are that
they are driven by sustainable capitalistic motives as a means to help make the world a
better place. So our “y” is to have a significantly better world for all in comparison from
when we started. The 1001 Year plan is a phased plan, divided in 4 main time periods,
starting with the first phase, the 15 Year Plan. Making it that all who are alive now do not
need to go wait 1001 years to see the first results of this plan.
The name of the plan is also a bet that the founder does with the citizens of Earth. The
name reflects a bet the founder of the Tiiendemanns Group makes with all citizens of the
world, that in 1001 years after start of Tiiendemanns Holding B.V., the descendants and/
or heirs of Alvin will receive the 0.25% (non-dilutable common shares) of Tiiendemanns
Holding B.V. that is awarded to Alvin as non-performance based Common Shares from
the 5% (non-dilutable common shares) that goes to the founder. Vesting periods starting
with 0,5% of Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. in 12.5 years after start and ending with 0,25%
at the 1001 year mark.
The reason for this bet is that the founder believes that our planet will achieve collective
Peace and Prosperity, to which all people will experience much lower levels, to no levels
of (negative) stress and will have much more free time to do the things that they love,
anywhere on the planet they want. This new united global community will become fruitful
beds for transgenerational capitalistic/private/decentralized organizations working
besides transgenerational public organizations. It is the founders believe that the first
transgenerational capitalistic global organization, a multinational that will celebrate its
1000 year anniversary is already currently active on the (public) global market.
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So it is not that the Tiiendemanns Group team believes that the Tiiendemanns Group will
become the first transgenerational global capitalistic organization that will pass the 1000
years, but that the Tiiendemanns Group will become one of the transgenerational global
organizations in the world.

0.3 The Peace and Prosperity-Equation© and the 5P-Management-Formula©

The Tiiendemanns Group believes that to better safeguard against the risk of (total)
bankruptcy, an organization would make the right choice in choosing to be managed with
the culture based on the 5P-Management Principles and Philosophy-Formula© or 5P(Management)-Formula© for short. The 5P-Formula© is a formula that was born based on
the Peace and Prosperity-Equation©. The 5P-Formula© is in essence a decision
optimization tool that puts organizations (or private people) on track to sustainable long
term healthy growth by acting as their “morality compass” in their business handlings.
The 5P-Formula© hasn’t been widespread tested in all diﬀerent organizations yet, seeing
that it was only in 2013 that the founder of the Tiiendemanns Group designed the 5PFormula©. This was about 2 years after finishing a MSc in Social and Organizational
Psychology and a MSc in Public Administration, with the specialization in management of
the public sector. After graduating from Leiden University and having pivoted from
wanting to become a politician, Alvin became an independent management and social
consultant and started on a journey to help organizations and people in a diﬀerent way
than through politics.
The foundation for the principles in the 5P-Formula© is the Peace and ProsperityEquation©, but the molecule contained in the 5P-Formula© is formed out of, then a more
contrarian belief than nowadays, that organizations need to put its core (= its team
members) before processes and profits. The reasoning for this was that only then you get
team members that will go care for the products they make or the services they need to
give to the customers/clients of your organization. Only then team members will feel
comfortable in becoming loyal ambassadors of an organization.
Realizing that the only way to have total control of the implementation of the 5PFormula® in an organization was to either buy a company or start a company, when in
2015 the idea of what now became the Tiiendemanns Group emerged, the choice was
made to pursuit this project full time. It may take decades before we can make the
argument backed by data that organizations that use the 5P-Formula© go significantly
less time bankrupt than organizations that don’t use the 5P-Formula© as their business
foundation. In the meantime the Tiiendemanns Group will serve as the example of all that
can be achieved when an organization adheres to its principles.
The Peace and Prosperity-Equation© is a philosophical viewpoint that broadly describes
how we as a collective must live our lives to achieve global Peace and Prosperity for all.
The 5P-Formula© was designed based on that equation to give practical guidance to
incorporate in ones’ live to being able to adhere on the pathway towards Peace and
Prosperity for all.
More information about the Peace and Prosperity-Equation© can be found at
www.tcpaguidancecenter.com and more information about the 5P-Formula© can be
found at www.tcpa5pmanagementconsultancy.com. These are both registered
(passthrough) companies of the Founder of the Tiiendemanns Group
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0.4 Vision of the Tiiendemanns Group
#HugeAmbitions

#AimingForTheStars

#NoBullshit

The essence of the vision for the Tiiendemanns Group is to see all projects in the 1001
Year Plan get started and to see them conquer a significant market share in the global
economy and becoming self-reliant. All the while doing business with a #NoBullshit
attitude. You can be a “no-bullshitter” together with being a “jokester”. No bullshit,
doesn’t mean, don’t have fun. It means, you are someone that treats others and yourself
with respect.
Our vision for the Viisiit.® brand itself is to see that one day Viisiit.®, through a Viisiiter,
will be able to visit and meet every single person behind every single front door in the
world.
That is not just a hope we have, it’s a reality we’ll work to see happen. The beauty of this
vision is that before Viisiit.® succeeds in this goal, it will have needed to create a new
global door-to-door marketing, promotion, sales and distribution channel.
Our vision for the PreciousChips® brand is to bring sustainable investing in (precious)
metals to the general public. With each PreciousChips® sold money goes to helping to
give back closed (metal) mines back to our natural world or neighboring communities.

0.5
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Mission of the Tiiendemanns Group
Both Viisiit.® and PreciousChips® have clear vision and goals for it selves, but they both
share their mission with the rest of the Tiiendemanns Group, just like every other entity in
the Tiiendemanns Group. The mission that every entity upholds to is;

Our eternal two main missions are;
To connect with the real you & Peace and Prosperity for all.
Being a team member of the Tiiendemanns Group means:
We don’t work for ourselves. We work for our collective children around our world. So,
we’ll work hard and we’ll complain only to improve ourselves and others. We’ll need to
work hard, because all children anywhere in the world needs a safe and (biodiverse rich)
world, and the collective grownups are taking the world in the other direction of an unjust
and empty world full of only man made things.
((Respect > Freedom) >= (Peace > Prosperity))
That is the Peace and Prosperity Equation©
That is a philosophical doctrine on how to achieve and keep global Peace and Prosperity,
an equation designed by the founder of the Tiiendemanns Group to which all companies
in the Tiiendemanns Group needs to uphold.
Each team member has the freedom to do whatever they like in their own lives, but
working for and representing one of the companies in the Tiiendemanns Group means not
letting the company break this doctrine.
As a company, we can only directly contribute on seeing that the things being made, only
in turn, contribute to the first two points mentioned in the second paragraph here above,
that being, for a safe and ecologically sound world. Indirectly, we can contribute by
making sure our actions help reverse the trend of unjust-fullness and social- & biodiversity
degeneration.
Safe is for us not a code word for Peace, but without Peace there can’t be safety. Just like
it’s our company’s believe that without global Prosperity there cannot be (lasting) Peace.
Achieving global Peace should not only be a collective goal, but also needs to be a
perpetual human endeavor, because when we get it, we could also lose it.
Our internal mission “connecting with the real you” can be simply explained. We don’t
dislike technology, it is definitely handy and makes life easier, but we do like you better
and most importantly, we do not want to get to know you through the devices you use.
We want to get to know the real you, without a digital lens between us and we want to
connect with the real you. Our services and products are there to serve your needs, either
for your business(es), the places you call home, for your private life or your pleasure.
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0.6 Problems that the Tiiendemanns Group will go tackle

Overall problems that the Tiiendemanns Group will work to resolve:
- Unsustainable global supply chains
- Wage stagnation and indignant working environments
- Destruction of our natural resources for profit motives
- Public distrust in corporations
Overall problems that Viisiit.® will work to resolve:
- Distrust of the public for door-to-door sales people
- Distrust of the public for marketing in general
- Growing feeling of isolation and loneliness in societies because digitalization
- Small and medium-sized enterprises/organizations not having much choice other
than advertising on the internet to connect with new customers/clients
- The general public not being rewarded for their time and attention when watching
ads
Overall problems that PreciousChips® will work to resolve:
- The general public not being able to easily directly invest in precious metals
- (Precious) metal mines not being returned to nature and/or not being redeveloped to help the surrounding communities after the mining activities are finished

0.7 Solutions to the problems that we will go tackle

Solutions to the problems that the Tiiendemanns Group as a whole will go tackle:
- The unsustainable supply chains that we identified in urgent needing of
modernization and where no other company is trying to solve its problem by creating a
sustainable supply chain that enhances humanity instead of leaching from it, are the
supply chains in the marketing industry and the supply chains in the (precious) metal
industry. These are also the supply chains that both Viisiit.® and PreciousChips® will go
tackle.
- The Tiiendemanns Group will be the first company in the world that will start with
the 5P-Formula© as its foundation. The basis of the 5P-Formula© is grounded on the fact
that an organization needs to have taking care of its core (= team members/employees)
as its main priority. Having the 5P-Formula© with the Peace and Prosperity Equation© at
the basis, means that as an organization we will be striving to help bring Peace and
Prosperity to the world. And in a prosperous world there won’t be room for destruction of
our natural world and there won’t be room for playing old school crony capitalist games to
earn profits on the back of hard working people and innocent consumers. Once we
succeed in this, the Tiiendemanns Group will become the example that other
corporations will strive to emulate.
Solutions to the problems that Viisiit.® specifically will go tackle:
- Viisiit.® will fail in its mission and will fail the 5P-Formula©, if it uses the same
dishonest and manipulative marketing strategies currently widespread used in the
marketing industry, so adhering to the 5P-Formula© is a way for Viisiit.® to go disrupt the
whole marketing industry and regain the trust of the general public in the marketing
campaigns of businesses. The revenue model of Viisiit.® is not “selling products” door-todoor, but selling product presentation slots to advertisers/publishers. Viisiiters don’t sell
products, but Viisiiters give Welcomers the chance to being able to order or buy products
directly from them. These visits also create opportunities where diﬀerent types of Viisiiters
come in contact with diﬀerent types of Welcomers, creating diﬀerent serendipitous
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moments of fresh new personal contact. Welcomers that only work in a certain area
become for resident in that area the friendly face for Viisiit.® and its partners.
- By not serving only one advertisers at a time when visiting our Welcomers, we
reduce the costs for doing door-to-door sales for organizations, making door-to-door
sales accessible and aﬀordable for even SME’s.
- Using machine learning to learn about the wants and needs of our Welcomers we
can further decrease the costs for advertisers to use our service in the future.
- By using blockchain technology we could reward our Welcomers for their time
and attention, more cheaply and using a more secure (unhackable) system. While this
technology also grants us the possibility to link actual shares of the company to the
“reward points” we’ll be handing out to our Welcomers, creating then the opportunity for
Welcomers to earn both money and later share certificates just by participating in product
presentations. With so much poverty in an age of plenty something is wrong*.
Tiiendemanns Group with Viisiit.® will work to help eliminate poverty and close the wealth
inequality gap.
Solutions to the problems that PreciousChips® specifically will go tackle:
- By partnering with a certified metal chip manufacturer in the Netherlands, we can
produce new playing chips made entirely out of precious metals, or plated with precious
metals, with high standards and with high re-sellable properties.
- By introducing a new subscription model for the general public to buy
PreciousChips® over time, while freezing the price of the precious metals at the start of
the subscription, we give the general public a new way of investing in precious metals
without them having to invest a large sum in one time.
- When Casino’s start becoming our clients, the general public will also have the
chance to win for example pure gold PreciousChips® through slot machines, all the while
PreciousChips® gives Casino’s a new way to earn extra revenue through the diﬀerence in
exchange rates.
- 5% of the common shares of Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. will go to a charity that
has as goal to help with nature conservation, smart city development and sanitation and
sustainable re-development or renaturalization of closed (metal) mines. This is beside a
percentage of all sales of PreciousChips® that will also go into the sanitation and/or redevelopment of closed mines. Strong sales of PreciousChips® will directly have influence
on the value of the shares of Tiiendemanns Holding, which will give the non-profit
organization called the More Wild Animals Foundation (f.t.) better chances of succeeding
in being able to fulfill its statutory duties for the world.
*This quote is not original but from an unknown author.

0.8 The organizational structure of the Tiiendemanns Group
##HERE NEEDS TO COME AN ORGANOGRAM OF THE TIIENDEMANNS GROUP
The Tiiendemanns Group is by design in essence a scaleup, comprised of diﬀerent
startups all working as one organization with a common mission and main organizational
goals. All these startups start from the same egg called Hiinderloopn Ventures B.V..
Hiinderloopn Ventures B.V. is a 100% subsidiary of Tiiendemanns Holding B.V.. This
company can be described as the working horse of the Tiiendemanns Group. Both
starting brands Viisiit.® and PreciousChips® will first start operating directly under
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Hiinderloopn Ventures. When they can hold on their own they will become independent
operating companies, 100% subsidiaries of Hiinderloopn Ventures.
The Tiiendemanns Groep will work from the beginning with a flexible organizational
structure that is designed to grow and/or expand depending obtained investment sums
and/or achieved revenue growth. That will mean that in the beginning multiple team
members will work for more than one project and as the projects grow they will eventually
need to take charge of lesser and/or single projects.
For example, Alvin will be the one end responsible for all projects, but the CTO of
Hiinderloopn Ventures will be responsible for all day-to-day operation and security of the
websites and digital platforms that fall under the Tiiendemanns Group. When Viisiit.®
and/or PreciousChips® grows too big to stay directly under Hiinderloopn Ventures and
they will need to be incorporated as subsidiaries of Hiinderloopn Ventures, the CTO of the
new ventures will get the responsibility of the technical operations of their companies and
the CTO of Hiinderloopn Ventures gets free time to start with the next project(s) described
in the 1001 Year Plan.
The Tiiendemanns Group Trust is a non-profit Foundation that will hold the vast majority
of the common shares at the start, intended for future investors/investment rounds and/or
team members. The Tiiendemanns Group Trust will be chaired by the founder of the
Tiiendemanns Group and will be responsible for the sale of the share certificates of
Tiiendemanns Holding B.V.. The Tiiendemanns Group Trust will have the voting rights of
each underlying share it holds and the sharecertificates holders will have full economic
rights of each underlying share the certificates represent.
The founder, president, chairperson, CEO of the Tiiendemanns Group, as is the oﬃcial
title of Alvin, will not start with the majority economic rights in the Tiiendemanns Group,
and will never be able to appropriate the majority of the economic rights in the
Tiiendemanns Group. Alvin will start with the vast majority of the voting rights through the
shares under custody of the Tiiendemanns Group Trust, like the 1 billion common shares
linked to 1 trillion ViisiitTokens (more about what a ViisiitToken is can be found in chapters
1.1.4 & 1.1.5). The vast majority of this voting rights is applicable only on subjects
mandated by the statutes, giving Alvin therefor only veto rights on certain crucial parts of
the decision making in the business aﬀecting the long term planning.

0.9 The starting share structure of the Tiiendemanns Group

The shareholders of the Tiiendemanns Group will eventually consist of;
- its whole team that gets either welcome bonus shares or shares for achieving
pre-set performances and (personal/collective) goals
- investors; consisting of angel-investors, venture capital, family, friends & fools (of
team members of the Tiiendemanns Group).
- 2 non-profit Foundations, which have diﬀerent humanitarian statutory goals
- Tiiendemanns Group Trust which holds at the beginning the vast majority of the
statutory set (restricted) shares in the Tiiendemanns Group.
- in the future holders of ViisiitTokens that exchange their tokens for share
certificates also become shareholders in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V..
We will start with the Alpha Seed phase shares, which will be 700 million common shares
and 9 million Class A shares (1 Class A = 100x voting power of 1 common share). The
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Tiiendemanns Group is a growth company and its share value will also reflect that. We are
targeting not wild unsustainable growth, but steady gradual sustainable and dependable
growth in value. How the Alpha Seed phase shares are divided and how that compares
with the restricted shares under management by Tiiendemanns Group will be more
concretely explained in chapter 7.3.1.

1. Start of the 1001 Year Plan
The first phase of the plan is called the 15 Year Plan; (of the Grander 1001 Year Plan). The
first phase will oﬃcially start when the Tiiendemanns Holding B.V., Tiiendemanns Group
Trust and Hiinderloopn Ventures B.V. are incorporated.
The Tiiendemanns Group is designed with a fast growth architecture towards global
market domination in the industries it goes into as its foundation. All the projects
described in the 1001 Year Plan are intertwined by design, because doing so creates
eﬃciency, cost cutting, user base growth and revenue growth in their daily business
handlings. This inter-project cooperacion brings the overall operatibility of the
Tiiendemanns Group faster to profitability, which in the end creates faster opportunities to
invest in the R&D of existing and new projects within the 1001 Year Plan waiting to start.
Inoﬃcially the 1001 Year Plan already started with the creation of Tiiendemans
Intellectualis Proprietas B.V., which already started the process to acquire the first
trademarks in the 1001 Year Plan. This latter company is fully owned by the Founder and
is the legal owner and licenser of all IP’s belonging to the 1001 Year Plan. Tiiendemanns
Holding B.V. is the legal in perpetuity licensee of all IP’s belonging to the 1001 Year Plan,
and is the first in line with the right to buy all shares in Tiiendemans Intellectualis
Proprietas B.V..
The 15 Year Plan will thus start when the rest of the initial 3 other entities get finalized,
which is something that participants in the pre-private sale or the first accredited/
institutional (equity) investors will make happen. Of the maximum of 3 accredited/
institutional (equity) investors with Board of Directors seats, only 2 can come from the
Eurasian continent, with investors forming a consortium for the buy-in of one of the
investors seats not included.
After incorporation, we will start executing the plan by launching Viisiit.®, the ViisiitCoin
blockchain and PreciousChips®. This will make PreciousChips® one of the first products
being promoted and sold through this new door-to-door marketing and sales channel and
later on the Viisiit. e-commerce platform, connected to the door-to-door marketing and
sales channel.
The 1001 Year Plan is in essence a phased action plan where every new phase can be
unlocked when the minimum funding and/or revenue growth of active projects reaches a
certain threshold for self sustainability. Once self sustainability is reached, organic growth
and R&D from own funds to keep existing business running and growing will count
towards the growth of those companies within the Tiiendemanns Group.

1.1 Start of the projects in the 1001 Year Plan

Creating a new global door-to-door marketing and sales infrastructure, where the
Tiiendemanns Group can add services on top of this infrastructure that Viisiit.® has as
task to go realize is a very ambitious plan. One that reaching the soft cap as funding can
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make happen and start the sprint of the creation of this new global marketing and sales
funnel, that works as a C2C, B2C, B2B, C2B platform, intertwining online and oﬄine
commerce. We will start first with the B2B and B2C door-to-door marketing and sales
funnels and later in the growth phase of Viisiit.® incorporate the C2C and C2B door-todoor marketing and sales funnels.
Viisiit.® is a low margin company because it doesn’t take all the marketing budgets from
advertisers/publishers, but incentivizes advertisers/publishers to reward its Welcomers for
their time and attention for participating in product presentations. Having PreciousChips®
as one of the first portfolio products that Viisiiters can go present to Welcomers creates
much needed cash flow and gives the Tiiendemanns Group capital that can be reinvested
in the further growth of Viisiit.® too.
Most of the other projects described in the 1001 Year Plan are dependent for their market
launch on either market validation or R&D funding, but also for the Viisiit.® platform and
Viisiit.®’s team base to have a substantial market share in countries/cities we’re launching
them. So for most of these projects, as long they don’t get filed for the trademark
registration, we won’t talk about them directly.

1.1.1 What is Viisiit.®?

As the digital era progresses, personal connections start to count more and become more
valuable, as they make a more lasting impression on us than digital invitations, marketing,
promotion materials and/or interactions. Viisiit.® is the answer of the Tiiendemanns Group
to how it can best connect with the real you.
Viisiit.® will start with the door-to-door marketing, promotion and sales channel creation,
where advertiser/publishers can connect on a more personal level with current or
potential new clients/customers. Viisiit.® will earn its money by selling product
introductions, product presentations slots and marketing packages to advertisers. The
(potential) clients and customers of advertisers that uses Viisiit.®’s oﬄine product
presentation service will be our Welcomers, that get rewarded with money for their
attention and time and eventual contribution to surveys during product presentations,
paid in the form of a digital currency called ViisiitCoin.
If the advertisers/publishers/organizations want to reward their current or potential clients/
customers with something else, like with a real object/sample or with a special
experience, they’ll need to pay Viisiit.® an extra fee (ViisiitCoin or fiat) when our
Welcomers agree to accept their oﬀer.
In general they say that in a business plan you need to mention your competitors in the
market. In this whitepaper we are not going to do that, because the service of Viisiit.® is
unique in the world. Incumbants, as in existing door-to-door marketing and sales
companies will become direct competitors when they start copying the business and
revenue model of Viisiit.®. Even then, making Viisiit.® being part of the Tiiendemanns
Group, giving it an attention rewarding economy business model and philanthropiccapitalistic mission that are all guided by the 5P-Formula©, we only need to focus on
being our best and doing our best to succeed in becoming a transgenerational company.
The problem in the global door-to-door marketing and sales industry is that it currently
can only serve companies with ample marketing and sales acquisition budgets. Small and
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medium sized enterprises/organizations (SME’s) cannot aﬀord hiring a door-to-door
marketing and sales company, because of their current business model of going door-todoor only for 1 client at a time. Making it also only attractive for high margin products,
services or experiences.
Viisiit.® will change this by bringing an auction system for product presentation time slots
delivered by a Viisiiter into the door-to-door industry. This auction system will be
connected to a machine learning system that decides which product, service, experience
will be presented to our Welcomers first, based on the known preferences of our
Welcomer, Viisiiters aﬃnity with the product presentation, chosen auctioned pricing, etc.
This way SME’s with small marketing budgets can target potential customers/clients in a
certain area of interest for them personally through our Viisiiters acting as their brand
ambassadors, even if it's for a 1-month campaign a year.
Viisiit.® gives advertisers/publishers the chance to choose for doing Google Adwords or
Facebook online campaigns, or Viisiit.® door-to-door promotion campaigns, or other
promotional campaigns, or a mix of them all. Viisiit.® doesn’t see itself as a direct
competitor to online advertising, because our door-to-door service can even be
enhancers of online campaigns by bringing what people experiences online into a more
personal oﬄine experience. Viisiit.® gives advertisers/publishers a new channel to reach
potential new clients/customers, or to connect in a more personal way to their existing
clients/customers.
The value in door-to-door product presentations is that we create space for our
Welcomers to not only get information about products, services or experiences that they
might like, want or need, but we also give our Welcomers time to ask questions about
things that they might not understand and/or would like to hear more information about.
People like to listen to someone explain something much more than having to read it for
themselves.
Viisiit.® can make this now expensive marketing and sales channel aﬀordable for SME’s,
because of 3 main reasons:
1. The Viisiit.® e-commerce platform linked to our software for the door-to-door
services, will be build to better connect the products, services and experiences of our
private or corporate partners to our active (global) private or corporate Welcomers we
visit.
2. Our auction system for in real life product presentation time slots is including the
system for charging advertisers for product introductions, product presentations, lead
generations and realized conversions.
3. The fact that our business model is not based on doing rounds and visiting
people only for 1 partner/client/customer at a time, we are able to make door-to-door
promotion services aﬀordable to everyone, from small and medium sized businesses, to
small NGO’s, local organizations and even private citizens.
When Viisiit.® creates the option for private citizens to oﬀer their own services on the
Viisiit.® platform, as private Welcomers they can use their earned ViisiitCoins from the
product presentations to order promotional, marketing and sales services from Viisiit.®
directly. This way Viisiit.® can help all our private Welcomers connect to customers/
clients and give them a new source of sustained income with their side jobs or hobbies.
To really understand the potential of Viisiit.®, you need to understand that Viisiit.® is more
than just a company that does product presentations in real life. Viisiit.® can also do
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surveys, qualitative and quantitative market research, new product research for
companies/organizations. Viisiit.® can also create personal attention moments for the
clients of your organization that you want to for example give a personal thank you to for
their business, or congratulate your employees for a special anniversary in an unexpected
personal way.
As a private Welcomer, Viisiit.® gives you for example, a new tool to in a personal way
invite your neighbours for a block BBQ or garage sale you’re organizing, without you
needing to go do the personal rounds yourself, paying with the ViisiitCoins you earn by
participating in product presentations. Another example would be the use your earned
ViisiitCoins to pay to send your registered mail to people/organizations. This is a service
that when we achieve scale, we could do for much cheaper than current incumbents.

1.1.2 What is PreciousChips®?

PreciousChips® is a new type of metal playing chips, that you can use to play all your
favourite types of poker games, Black Jack, Baccarat, or any other game where you need
chips to play with.
The innovation in PreciousChips® is that they are either made entirely from precious
metals, like gold, platinum or palladium, or they are plated using a cupper-nickel or Nordic
Gold chip base. Playing poker with PreciousChips® gives a new dynamic to the game.
Play it wisely and you can even use the chips to bluﬀ yourself out of a bad hand. The
other advantage with using PreciousChips® is that you are playing games with chips that
at least can hold their value. For example, your case of mixed pure yellow, rose and black
gold PreciousChips® can become a family heirloom that you leave to your grandkids or
that you need to sell during your pension years to pay your mortgage oﬀ.
What makes the plated versions of PreciousChips® stand out is that our future
partnership with a known chip manufacturer (that we will publicly announce when we sign
the contract with them) makes it that we can produce PreciousChips® with either microplating layers and in the future guaranteed plating layers. The technology to produce
guaranteed plated layers is a R&D project, but once available, we can create a
guaranteed 0,5 gram or 1 gram of silver, gold, palladium or platinum layer above a
cupper-nickel or Nordic Gold based PreciousChips® chip.
All PreciousChips® have the same size as the casino chips you are already used to. So,
unlike silver or gold bullions that have diﬀerent sizes but the same weight (1 troy ounce), a
pure silver PreciousChip® is the same size as a pure gold PreciousChip®, only with a
diﬀerent weight. So, especially between silver and gold, you’ll be able to tell by the weight
alone which one is which.
The cheapest PreciousChip® set will be the ones made entirely from aluminum and the
most expensive PreciousChip® set will be the ones made from gold, palladium and
platinum, with the actual prize depending on the international exchange rate at that time.
For people that can’t aﬀord to buy an entire set of PreciousChips® and thus getting a
significant amount of (precious) metals with one purchase, there’s the possibility to lock
down a (limited edition) set and pay it oﬀ in monthly increments. This will lock the price of
the (precious) metal(s), so that you are safeguarded by drastic price increases and the
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PreciousChips® set will be safely stored in an audited safehouse, until you pay the last
payment for the set.
Starting with 10% to eventually perpetually 50% of all profit from the sale of
PreciousChips® will go to a non-profit charity foundation that takes the responsibility to
help with the cleaning, sustainable redevelopment or reforestation of closed (precious)
metal mines. This non-profit foundation that will be called the “More Wild Animals
Foundation” will be one of the 2 foundations that will receive 5% of the common shares in
Tiiendemanns Holding.
Especially in the beginning, most of the marketing budget for PreciousChips® will be
spend through Viisiit.®. This will help Viisiit.® with getting early revenue, but will also help
PreciousChips® to present the chips to a bigger public in person faster. This cooperation
between Viisiit.® and PreciousChips® also helps the Tiiendemanns Group get to cash
flow positive faster.

1.1.3 What is Dutch Joker Poker© and the other projects in the 1001 Year
Plan?

Dutch Joker Poker© is a new poker game that isn’t on the public market yet. This game is
also designed by Alvin and it is a game where you get to use up to 5 diﬀerent colored
Jokers while playing. Using all 5 Jokers greatly increases the diﬃculty level of the poker
game, because you can then make the rarer hands more often.
By giving 2 of the 5 Jokers a diﬀerent color backside of the card, playing with these
Jokers, makes people getting these cards in their hand during the game need to practice
their bluﬃng skills, as everyone will know that you have a Joker in play.
So, in essence, Dutch Joker Poker© was designed to help to remember all the poker
hands, because you need to stay conscious of all of them during the game and to help
people with their bluﬃng skills. Because of it increasing the odds of getting the rarer
hands, Dutch Joker Poker© is also an exciting version of a game with a diﬀerent twist on
the old poker games.
In this whitepaper we make mention of this new version of poker because the
Tiiendemanns Group has already filed the trademark registration to protect this IP
described in the 1001 Year Plan. The other IP’s described in the 1001 Year Plan we
cannot mention in this whitepaper because other than some URL’s already bought (like
for example www.travellingual.com; which will become a new “personal language
service”), the IP’s are only protected by a notary IP deposit beginning of 2018, which is
something that gives only limited legal protection to IP’s. The 1001 Year Plan is a phased
plan, so when we file the other trademarks and/or patents we will publicly reveal and
explain those new project described in the 1001 Year Plan.
Even mentioning the name “Travellingual” now puts the Tiiendemanns Group in a
disadvantaged position, but seeing that the URL’s are already secured and for this
particular service it is already known that there are 2 startups currently trying to build a
similar service somewhere in Eurasia and America, we give this project housed in the
1001 Year Plan as an example of new projects/services that we’re going to build on top of
Viisiit.® in the future.
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For now you can get for example more information on when the new game, Dutch Joker
Poker© will become available on the website of the Tiiendemanns Group
www.tiiendemanns.com or our twitter profile @Hiinderloopn for updates.

1.1.4 Extra Information about the ViisiitCoin©.

ViisiitCoin is an utility coin. The 3 main use cases of the ViisiitCoin are;
- People we visit receive ViisiitCoins as a reward for their participation in product
presentations. Those ViisiitCoins have been bought and/or paid for by publishers/
advertisers, including Viisiit.® self, for the sole purpose to reward users that participate in
the presentation of their product, service or experience that they want to present to our
active/inactive Welcomers.
- All people we visit we call Welcomers. With the rewarded ViisiitCoins, Welcomers
can purchase services directly on Viisiit.®’s platform when they become available.
Welcomers can also exchange their ViisiitCoins at various exchanges for fiat or other
cryptocurrencies.
- Designed as a loyalty bonus for the first generation of ViisiitCoin holders that
helped us build the Tiiendemanns Group, the ViisiitCoin blockchain will fork itself 20 years
after the DICO/STO. At that moment in time, all holders of ViisiitCoins will receive the
same amount of ViisiitTokens when the snapshot of the ViisiitCoin blockchain gets taken
and the fork of the ViisiitToken blockchain happens. ViisiitTokens can then be directly
exchanged for share certificates in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V..
All transactions on the ViisiitCoin blockchain/platform, running on the Komodo platform,
will cost 0,001 ViisiitCoin for everyone to send/receive between ViisiitCoin wallets on the
ViisiitCoin platform. 100% of this fee will go to the miners.
The ViisiitCoin will start with a fixed price of $ 0,06 or € 0,05 per ViisiitCoin, all the while
the estimated future underlying share value in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. that a ViisiitCoin
holds through its connection with the ViisiitToken when the ViisiitCoin blockchain gets
build is of $ 0,09 or € 0,075 per ViisiitCoin. Which means that every participant in the (pre)
private sale and the public DICO/STO sale automatically receives a 33% discount on the
ViisiitCoin price.
This also means that Welcomers that receive ViisiitCoin for their participation in product
presentations who receives ViisiitCoin at the initial price of $0,06 or € 0,05 is also
receiving 33% extra ViisiitCoin in accordance to the future estimated exchange value for
the share certificates in fiat when the ViisiitToken blockchain gets build. Once the Board of
Tiiendemanns Group gets actual revenue data that can back the oﬃcial estimated future
share value price, the shareholders will be asked to raise the oﬃcial fixed price per
ViisiitCoin on the Viisiit.® platform. Once the price per ViisiitCoin reaches parity with the
actual price per common share of Tiiendemanns Holding, the oﬃcial fixed rate will follow
the price accordingly.

1.1.4.a ViisiitCoin© division in the diﬀerent funds
- 200.000.000.000 VC will be available to be sold in the dICO/STO
With 25.000.000.000 for the (pre-)private sale; 50.000.000.000 for the pre-sale dICO/
STO and 125.000.000.000 for the public dICO/STO.
All 4 rounds; pre-private sale and private sale, pre-sale dICO/STO and public dICO/STO,
will have diﬀerent discounted price phases. Buying ViisiitCoins in the dICO/STO overall
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means by definition that you’re buying them with a discounted price on the price that you
would exchange them on the Viisiit.® platform.
All ViisiitCoin in the pre-sale and public dICO/STO will have no lock up or vesting
schedule, unlike the ViisiitCoins sold in the pre-private and private sale that will have a
lock up period and vesting schedule.
- 375.000.000.000 VC will go into the Welcomers Reward Fund managed by Viisiit.®, with
the ViisiitCoin tied to a fixed vesting schedule. These ViisiitCoin can only be released and
given only to Welcomers as a reward for their time and attention, when sold for starting
with the nominal price of 0,05 euro, 0,06 dollar, 0,045 pound, 0,425 yuan, 7.25 yen, or
0,065 swiss franc, or in exchange for 1 VC. To buy ViisiitCoin in the Welcomers Reward
Fund with other cryptocurrency you need to exchange them first on an exchange for VC
then you can buy the ViisiitCoins with those ViisiitCoins to reward our Welcomers through
a Viisiiter for their time and attention. These ViisiitCoins are evenly devided and locked in
an escrow cycle of 30 years. So each year 12.5 billion VC will be released and afterwards
unsold ViisiitCoins will be locked and put back into the escrow cycle and be released
back 31 years afterwards.
- 175.000.000.000 VC will go to the initial Viisiit.®/ViisiitCoin team
With 125.000.000.000 going to the internal team members and 50.000.000.000 is
reserved for advisors & external team members, all are subjected to a lock up period and
vesting schedule after the lock up period.
- 100.000.000.000 VC will go to the Promotion Fund to be used as incentive for trying
and/or as rewarding coins for using our platform or for the marketing and promotion of
products/services from the 1001 Year Plan coming to market. These promotion coins are
also destined for the acquisition of both private and public Welcomers. The ViisiitCoins in
the Promotion Fund are divided in 6 main subfunds;
1st Global Loyalty Reward Airdrop of 10 billion VC to a maximum of 7.034.688
ViisiitCoin wallet holders who have a minimum of 10 VC in their wallets. First 1001
Welcomers will divide a bit less than 1 billion VC between them and +7 million Welcomers
will divide the other +9 billion VC between themselves. This airdrop will happen 7.5 years
after the end of the dICO/STO. One ViisiitCoin wallet holder will receive 100 million VC as
the most and a bit less than 6 million Welcomers will receive 1000 ViisiitCoins as a
minimum.
2nd Global Loyalty Reward Airdrop of 20 billion VC to a maximum of 11.315.090
ViisiitCoin wallet holders who have a minimum of 100 VC in their wallets. First 1001
Welcomers will divide a bit more than 2 billion VC between them and +11 million
Welcomers will divide a bit less than 18 billion VC between themselves. This airdrop will
happen 15 years after the end of the dICO/STO. One ViisiitCoin wallet holder will receive
250 million VC as the most and about 9.6 million Welcomers will receive 1000 VC as a
minimum.
30 billion VC will go into the Welcomers Visit Bonus Fund. Each Welcomer receives
a minimum amount of ViisiitCoin for each encounter with a Viisiiter. In the beginning these
ViisiitCoins awarded to Welcomers for their greeting and interaction with a Viisiiter, will
come from this fund. When this fund runs out, Viisiit.® can decide to include this cost into
the fee it charges advertisers/publishers or pay it as business costs on its own balance
sheet.
20 billion VC will go into the Country Promotion Fund. These VC will be used by
Viisiit.® during the reward campaigns for onboarding Welcomers in new markets it enters.
The country division will be at the discretion of Viisiit.®.
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15 billion VC will go into the General Promotion Fund. These ViisiitCoins will go into
a 15 year escrow cycle, of which each year 1 billion will be released to Hiinderloopn
Ventures. At the end of each year, what hasn’t been used will go back into an escrow
account and will be released back in year 16. These ViisiitCoins will be used at the
discretion of Hiinderloopn Ventures for growth through promotion, acquisition and
marketing spending.
5 billion VC will go to the Tiiendemanns Group Promotion Fund. These ViisiitCoins
will be used at the discretion of Tiiendemanns Holding with the general mandate to be
used for the growth of the Tiiendemanns Group.

- 75.000.000.000 VC will go to the ViisiitCoin Salary Fund of the Tiiendemanns Group; in

which 30 billion will be reserved for team members of the Tiiendemanns Group that
chooses to participate in a reward program that rewards team members who chooses
to take partial or full salary in ViisiitCoin. 30 billion will be reserved for (special) team
member acquisition, and the last 15 billion will be parked in the Tiiendemanns Group
special team investment-wallet, to either be used as replenishments of a populair
rewards program in the fund, or to be used at the discretion of the Board that relates to
Tiiendemanns Groups’ team members compensation and acquisition

- 50.000.000.000 VC will go to the Health Fund of the Tiiendemanns Group, which is a
fund destined to incentivize healthy behavior in all of our team members. These
ViisiitCoins can only be released when team members hit certain predetermined
performance achievements.

- 25.000.000.000 VC will go the General Business Fund, which is the fund that will be

used by Tiiendemanns Holding to for example eventually lend to Hiinderloopn Ventures
for it to be able to enter partnerships with exchanges, or for the Tiiendemanns Group to
make other investments and/or payments, or to enter partnerships with other parties of
interests that contributes to the overall growth of the Tiiendemanns Group.

1.1.4.b ViisiitCoin Tokenomics

The ViisiitCoin is essentialy utilized in two ways: 1) direct ViisiitCoin payment, 2) Indirect
ViisiitCoin payment. We will cover these two consecutively in this whitepaper.
1) The direct payment
All services on the Viisiit.® platform can be paid for with ViisiitCoin. The buy value of a
ViisiitCoin will start with a base value of 6 dollar cents (or 5 euro cents), and increase (TD).
The buy value is the amount in dollars (or euro) that 1 ViisiitCoin will buy you on our
platform. Other fiat denominations, like the yuan, swiss franc, yen or pound, have fixed
conversion rates with the ViisiitCoin on the platform too.
The oﬃcial Viisiit.® buy value can only change with shareholders approval of
Tiiendemanns Holding B.V.. As this is the starting statutory price that 1 ViisiitToken will be
redeemably worth when they can be exchanged for common share certificates in the
Tiiendemanns Holding B.V..
2) The indirect payment
You can also pay with fiat on the Viisiit.® platform, because we want maximum
accessibility. However we still care about our hodlers, so the amount of fiat that needs to
be paid will be calculated with:
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(Cost of product / buyvalue of ViisiitCoin) * ViisiitCoin price on exchange.
Buying ViisiitCoins on exchanges for our direct clients to use our service, for example
from the Welcomers Reward Fund, is only when there’s no funds that Hiinderloopn
Ventures can use to sell the ViisiitCoins starting at 0,06 dollar, 0,05 euro. In any case, ½ of
this money is used to have a stack of fiat to pay taxes and other conventional expenses,
½ will be used to buy ViisiitCoin from the exchange and be send to the Viisiit.®-Business
VC-Wallet. From the Business VC-Wallet we pay the eventual (partial) salaries,
freelancers, vendors and other business expenses that can be paid with ViisiitCoins.
So even when bills from Viisiit.® are paid to the company in fiat, Viisiit.® will always
change half of what it gets to ViisiitCoin through the exchanges. This measure is to
protect against (hyper) deflation and the underlying value with indirect linkage to the
common share certificates to Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. through the ViisiitTokens.
Thus even when people pay with fiat currency on the Viisiit.® platform, there will be
ViisiitCoin demand on the exchanges, creating a steady increase in not only demand, but
leading to an expected balancing and less volatile price swings on the exchanges, with
free market prices following and exceeding the fixed price setting on the Viisiit.® platform.
To help with the growth of the Tiiendemanns Group and to combat and/or protect
Tiiendemanns Group against hyperinflation on the public exchanges there will be
exchanges between Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. and Hiinderloopn Ventures of ViisiitCoins
in exchanged for common share certificates. Starting in the pre-private sale with 100
million common share certificates sold by Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. to Hiinderloopn
Ventures B.V. for 1.3 billion ViisiitCoins going to the Tiiendemanns Holding VC-Wallet with
the 5 year lock up period and 10 year vesting release schedule after the lock up period,
same as every other participant in the pre-private sale.
For Viisiit.® it’s an advantage to have lower price on the free market, especially when it
needs to change its fiat for ViisiitCoin, so even in the beginning, it’s expected that the
dance between the free market and the fixed price will not be too wide from each other.
Price stability on the free markets is for the Tiiendemanns Group important, because we
want in the future our team members to have the freedom and can feel secure to receive
their whole salary in ViisiitCoin. This way they (or our Welcomers with their earned
ViisiitCoins) can roam the globe and pay with their ViisiitCoins without needing to pay for
example for conversion costs across borders, all the while paying almost nothing in
transfer fees, especially between ViisiitCoin wallets.
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1.1.5 Extra information about the ViisiitToken©

The ViisiitTokens are a loyalty bonus point, that is in essence a security token, because it
is statutory agreed that after the ViisiitTokens are created they can be redeemed for
common share certificates in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V.. The fork creating the
ViisiitToken blockchain will happen after 20 years, on December 31st after the dICO/STO
of the ViisiitCoin sale. At that moment in time, every ViisiitCoin holder will receive 1
ViisiitToken for each ViisiitCoin that they held when the snapshot gets taken 00’o clock
CET on that day. When at least the soft cap is reached at the end of the dICO/STO
beginning of 2021, then the fork will happen on the 31th of December 2041.
Besides being a loyalty reward for having the patience for us to build a new global doorto-door marketing and sales funnel, this 20 years horizon is chosen, because it’s a point
in the future where we can confidently set the estimated fixed starting price point per
ViisiitCoin, while holding a 50 year horizon. In this 20 year horizon not only will we be able
to verify this starting fixed price point, but we will be also able to adjust the price point
when we have the data to backup the new fixed price point.
The 20 year time horizon is also enough to bring actual lasting real life value to the shares
and gives us thus the opportunity to give better longitudinal projections about the
financial future of the Tiiendemanns Group. These financial projections is important for
ViisiitToken holders because the price of each ViisiitCoin is an indication of the real market
value of a ViisiitToken. We’re starting with a fixed price per ViisiitCoin that represents only
⅔ of the lowest estimated price per share with a 50 year horizon. So the first adjustment
would be the adjustment to 100% of the lowest bound of the estimated share price with a
50 year horizon, which will ask the shareholders to increase the fixed price of each
ViisiitCoin exchanged on the Viisiit.® platform to € 0,075 or $ 0,09 per ViisiitCoin.
Holders of ViisiitToken can directly after creation of the ViisiitToken blockchain, exchange
their tokens for share certificates. Redeeming the certificates directly for fiat will be made
possible, but only under certain circumstances and/or after payment of a fine or other
devaluative terms during a set amount of time after the creation of the ViisiitToken
blockchain, until they can be redeemed for the then valid market price. All terms will be
made public in due time.
This future debt obligation will be booked on the books of Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. and
the sales and management of the certificates is done through the Tiiendemanns Group
Trust. The short term debt obligation for the payment of the underlying common shares
linked to the ViisiitTokens are the responsibility of Hiinderloopn Ventures B.V..
The services of Viisiit.® together with the ViisiitCoin blockchain are designed to withstand
the test of time. In the grand scheme of life, 20 years between generations is nothing.
Still, in the event of the inevitable, we make it easy, for when you too care for the future
generations, that you can select in your Viisiit.® profile attached to your wallet, who you
assign to be your heir(s) to your ViisiitCoins/ViisiitTokens. You can even select to give (a
portion away) to the charities of your choice.
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2. Commercial model: Revenue model
The revenue model of the Tiiendemanns Group is in broad terms explained; seek major
funding to start with projects that will need to start generating their own revenue, that will
also starts contributing to the bottom line of the group. This will result in the
Tiiendemanns Group generating its own finances, enough to start with at least the R&D of
new projects, so that in the end we need to sell less equity to raise more funds to invest in
the growth of the group overall.
The revenue model of the Tiiendemanns Group itself through Tiiendemanns Holding can
be divided in two parts;
Firstly, sell itself through its two classes share system and by selling ViisiitCoins and later
a security token, called ViisiitToken to gain venture capital funding. Secondly, bring new
services and products to the global market through subsidiaries of which it will receive
dividends payments when the subsidiaries turn profitable.
Due to business competitive reasoning no actual revenue projections will be given in this
whitepaper. We’re only going to descriptively (try to) explain to you how will we start
generating revenue.

2.1 The diﬀerent revenue streams inside Viisiit.®

The first revenue generating source of income for Viisiit.® will come from advertisers that
will use the services of Viisiit.® so that Viisiit.® can present their products personally to
our Welcomers. This personal product presentation can be presented to our Welcomers
depending ones wishes, budget and product, service or experience that needs to be
presented, either through digital ads or real life sample/ads. So, this revenue stream is
called the promotion stream and it’s through product introductions and product
presentations. When Viisiit.® is successful in linking products to its Welcomers, then
Viisiit.® will receive a bonus fee for the desired/agreed conversion and/or sales.
Another revenue stream for Viisiit.® is the marketing stream that will be available as a
service to advertisers that need help with their marketing strategy and/or the marketing
materials, digital and non-digital materials. To help with scaling Viisiit.® faster, in the
beginning years Viisiit.® will mostly use the services of freelance marketers and designers
and charge our clients at cost price, or less, if they enter longer contracts and/or higher
monthly subscription tiers.
In the growth stages of Viisiit.®, we’ll expand our services to also include actual services
that our Viisiiters can do, either for themselves directly (like cooking, gardening or
cleaning houses), while Viisiit.® earns a fee for these transactions, or through services
that Viisiiters do for a partner of Viisiit.®, for which Viisiit.® will also receive a fee for these
transactions.
Viisiit.®, the door-to-door service, is designed to be a low margin business, because of
the choice to give parts of our revenue streams to our clients, we call Welcomers. The
high margin businesses belonging to the Tiiendemanns Group can then profit together
with our external partners from this new direct promotion, sales and (future) distribution
channel.
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2.1.a Understanding the commercial model of Viisiit.®

For you to understand the commercial model, you need to understand that Viisiit.® is the
first C2C, B2B, B2C & C2B multi service door-to-door service provider. Viisiit.® has a
marketing and promotion branch on its service platform, but Viisiit.® also serves as a self
facilitator of services. Thus Viisiit.® works both as a double SaaS company (Software as a
Service & Service as a Service).
As a Service as a Service company, Viisiit.® will start as an actual real time service
provider company, then morph into a real life and online service provider company. As a
Software as a Service company we’ll emerge when we start licensing our door-to-door
software to partner franchisees around the world. By having franchisees working under
the Viisiit.® name all over the world, we can achieve our ultimate goal of connecting with
everyone on Earth that welcomes us much faster.
Besides being a double SaaS company, Viisiit.® is also a MaaS (Marketing as a Service)
company, because of its service to advertisers/publishers, from SME’s to large
organizations needing extra help with designing their marketing strategies or
organizations that need help with producing their marketing materials.
The focus in the interaction with our Welcomers will be, to bring in real life pleasant and
insightful experiences to our Welcomers. Because of that we’ll take the personal
approach to mostly communicate directly with our Welcomers in person at their homes or
businesses/organizations. Purely administrative communications for example will be done
through online media/platforms, like through our own Welcomers portal, that is their
Viisiit.® profile linked to their ViisiitCoin wallet, that is also linked to the e-commerce and
“oﬄine” platform.
Viisiit.® is going to start with the product presentation service and as we grow, the
product presentation service will evolve into other services that Viisiit.® is going to oﬀer
to all types of Welcomers. Through this promotion stream, Viisiit.® is there to give a
human face to for example all the webshops in the World (starting with the west European
mainland - market; the Netherlands, then Benelux/Germany), to give the bakers, butchers,
small shop owners, and many other (niche businesses and organizations) the chance to
directly pay/reward their (potential) clients/customers for their attention, so that they hear
and create a moment of attention for what they (the advertisers/publishers) want to
present to them.
Viisiit.® starts as a B2B and B2C service, but especially as a C2C and C2B service,
Viisiit.® can give communities the ability to connect again with each other and give our
Welcomers the ability to earn extra (or their full) income on the Viisiit.® platform. Because
with the arrival of the internet, one thing that hasn’t been discussed much yet is the
problem that many people face now, which is not having enough time to do all the things
that they’ve accumulated (because of the internet showed them) as desires to go do in
their lives. Connecting people directly so they get help to free up time in their life or so
that they can get a meaningful addition or experience in their life is what Viisiit.® is set to
do. Viisiit.® earns a bonus when it succeeds in helping its Welcomers have a better
quality of life.
To not be dependent on the outcome of the dICO/STO, in the testing and market
penetration phase, Viisiit.® will start experimenting with diﬀerent revenue models and
streams, generated by all the 3 types of Welcomers. For example, to start, every
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advertiser (business/public Welcomers) that wants us to show our public and/or private
Welcomers their advertising and/or product, will need to pay an introduction fee,
comparable with a targeted banner click on the internet, but for that money advertisers
will get a Viisiiter, their brand ambassador, that actually knows their products/services by
heart and chooses to go talk about it because she/he wants to.
Once the other projects in the 1001 Year Plan starts, they will be generating extra revenue
for Viisiit.®, because of the fact that Viisiit.® will take their marketing, promotion and
(later) distribution over for them. The revenue and profit they make will also contribute
directly to the bottom line of the Tiiendemanns Group, reinforcing the overall ViisiitCoin
structure more, giving it a more sturdier value that will even hold after the creation of the
ViisiitToken blockchain.

2.2 The commercial model of PreciousChips®

PreciousChips® is one of those high margin products that will benefit directly from the
creation of the door-to-door promotion, sales and (future) distribution channel, called
Viisiit.®. This is because Viisiit.® can explain the subscription model in person the best,
but also each Viisiiter can carry some samples PreciousChips® to let our Welcomers feel
a PreciousChips® for themselves. PreciousChips® is also a product that for its start, it’s
not dependent on Viisiit.® to go to market, like most of the other projects described in the
1001 Year Plan are and it can greatly contribute for a healthy cash flow for the
Tiiendemanns Group quite rapidly after entering the (global) market.
There are 3 revenue streams for PreciousChips®;
- The direct sales of (cases of) PreciousChips®, of which Hiinderloopn Ventures
receives a lower margin on these sales. You can buy PreciousChips with fiat or select
cryptocurrencies, including ViisiitCoin.
- Through a (short (1 year) and long (max. 30 year) term) subscription model in which
Hiinderloopn Ventures starts receiving payments for (cases of) PreciousChips® and (later
in time) will need to pay the Royal Dutch Mint in full to produce the (case(s) of)
PreciousChips® when the last subscription payment is done the case(s) can be send.
- Or last revenue stream, is still in concept phase, but for the insurance fees that
consumers pays for if they need to sell their PreciousChips® at a loss during x years after
sale and/or end of subscription and be compensated for the price diﬀerence.
Nobody can predict the future and its Hiinderloopn Ventures’ wish that everyone that
buys a case or more, buys them because they want to keep them forever and pass those
beautiful metal chips down to future generations for them to play poker, black jack,
baccarat or whatever new game they invent in the future that you need chips to play with.
Because there will come a time, that there won’t be all of the metals we’re starting with
being mined to be able to produce cases of/or with them. So whoever owns a
PreciousChips® case of a metal that cannot be mined anymore is holding a very
expensive collectors item in their hands, where purely the price of the metal(s) will surely
do a tremendous jump based on it natural scarcity.
Historically gold beats inflation and keeps rising significantly just purely for its natural
scarcity and natural characteristics. There are times when for example countries and/or
central banks go on buy binges of gold to increase their gold reserves that it (temporarily)
decreases the global price of gold and/or keeps it almost flat for an extended period of
time. The insurance would be to compensate the deficit you encounter, if you come in
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time where you really need to liquidate (some of) your PreciousChips® and the price of
the metal type(s) at that moment in time is lower than when you bought it.
If you know you will keep your PreciousChips® for a (really) long time, then you probably
don’t need a price deficit insurance, but it will be there for if there’s any surprises. If/when
the insurance project gets to market, we will leave the PreciousChips® to be the high
quality and fair premium priced products and the price deficit insurance to be the high
quality and low priced product, so everyone that wants can make use of it, even buyers of
the basic PreciousChips® metal sets.

2.3 Sales and marketing strategy for Viisiit.® and PreciousChips®

3. Use of resources and proceeds from the pre-private sale
Your participation in this pre-private sale of the ViisiitCoin goes for more than ⅔ in the
market penetration and growth of Viisiit.®, starting in the Netherlands. The rest,
depending if we either reach the soft cap or the hard cap, will go into the preparations
and start of the other projects in the 1001 year plan and into the preparation for the
private sale and the pre-sale dICO/STO, payment to lawyers for the eventual prospectus
(even though we are not doing a security token oﬀering, yet), and for promotion, advisory
and (business operation and maintenance costs for the ViisiitCoin blockchain on the
Komodo network.
Together with growing our team, funding overall in the dICO/STO will help Viisiit.® start
with the development and implementation of AI and Machine Learning into the Viisiit.®
platform. This is so we can start feeding our proprietary software with the information we
gather when we go visit our (potential) clients and/or when our clients/customers come in
contact with us and/or use our services. As time goes by we will receive more accurate
feedback from our proprietary software to better serve our Welcomers needs and wants.

3.1 Use of proceeds when soft cap is reached

The soft cap in the pre-private sale will be set at € 1.5 million. That is thus excluding the
6.6 billion ViisiitCoin sold internally, which leaves 8.4 billion VC left to be sold in the preprivate sale. Every cryptocurrency obtained as payment in the pre-private sale will be
exchanged for fiat up until we hit the soft cap. Reaching the soft cap means that we’ll
divide those proceeds as follows:
€ 100.000 - For the development of the production software of Viisiit.®, and to start small
investments in R&D of the Viisiit.® technologies and upkeep and maintenance of the
ViisiitCoin blockchain.
€ 225.000 - Invest in business operations of Viisiit.®, like Viisiiters hardware needs and
transportation costs and the rest of Tiiendemanns Group, including salary and insurances
obligations.
€ 500.000 - Invest in extra Viisiiters and growth of the service oﬀering in the Netherlands/
South-Holland region.
€ 100.000 - Invest in brand recognition and the promotion of the Viisiit.® service.
€ 125.000 - Invest in legal, marketing and contingent costs for the private & preparations
for the dICO/STO sale.
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€ 350.000 - pay of the first batch of common shares in Tiiendemanns Holding destined for
the team members.
€25.000 - Invest in (future) price disparity liability payments; Viisiit.® and the
Tiiendemanns Group will only vote to increase the amount of ViisiitCoin (max. 10%) when
the prices on the exchanges become too detached from the estimated share price. The
price disparity investment will be to safeguard Viisiit.® for when the prices on the
exchanges are much more than $ 0,06 or € 0,05 per ViisiitCoin. That acts as an insurance
for when Viisiit.® needs to buy ViisiitCoins on the exchanges, for example, to obey its
salary payment obligations, or to buy for itself the Welcomers Reward ViisiitCoins when
there aren’t anymore that can be used from the Promotion Fund. Our first choice in that
case is to divide and invest/park this money under management in passive funds and/or
internal investments in other projects from other entities in the Tiiendemanns Group. In
the beginning we will need to reserve less funds than in the later years when VC Funds
start to deplete.
€ 75.000 - Fund for unexpected black swan costs and events.

3.2 Use of proceeds when the hard cap reached

When the hard cap is hit, that will mean that we sold all available 15 billion VC. When that
happens, we’ll divide the earnings, by paying a larger portion of the share payment debt
obligation to Tiiendemanns Holding. With the rest of the proceeds above the soft cap,
we’ll keep 50% of every crypto holding and we’ll exchange 50% of each crypto holding
into fiat.
Of the available 8.4 billion coins that are left to be sold in the pre-private sale, if we take
into consideration that the first buyer is also a maximum buyer, then there will be about
5.6 billion VC over. If the second buyer is also a maximum buyer, then there will be about
3.6 billion VC left. In the case that the third buyer that gets the extra bonus is also a
maximum buyer, then there will be about 1.9 billion VC left to be sold.
When this takes place and all ViisiitCoins left are also sold in the first period for € 0,00075
per ViisiitCoin, then we’ll have raised a minimum of € 4.5 million. Selling all 15 billion
ViisiitCoin, but having no maximum buyer and/or no maximum buyer fast enough to be
one of the first 3 bonus receivers, makes that we’ll raise a larger amount than the € 4.5
million.
This is of course, excluding the 6.6 billion VC already internally sold in exchanged for
common shares valued at € 5 million in the holding company, which will bring our total
amount raised to € 9.5 million, with € 5 million paid in common shares and € 4.5 million
paid in fiat or cryptocurrency.
Raising the minimum of € 9.5 million in the private sale, will mean that the proceeds will
be used as follows;
€ 500.000 - Will go to invest in R&D and the start of the production software of the Viisiit.
platform and integration with the ViisiitCoin blockchain.
€ 600.000 - Invest in business operations of Viisiit. and the rest of Tiiendemanns Group,
including salary and insurances obligations.
€ 1.25 million - Will go to growth of the SSSIIR-team with new Viisiiters, and start tapping
the diﬀerent revenue streams. Viisiit. will create a couple of testing grounds around the
world, but the Benelux/Germany region will become the main service testing ground for
Viisiit., which is the area we’ll start exploring with this fund.
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€ 200.000 - Invest in brand recognition and the promotion of the Viisiit. service.
€ 650.000 - Will be used to pay of a portion of the payment of the shares in Tiiendemanns
Holding B.V.. This money will either flow back to Hiinderloopn Ventures to reinforce weak
points in the business of Viisiit., or to start with other projects in the 1001 Year Plan that
will need to make use of the services of Viisiit. for most of their marketing, promotion and
sales handlings.
€ 5 million - Is in value of the common shares sold for ViisiitCoins, that will go to funding
of the start of the later projects in the 1001 Year Plan that Hiinderloopn Ventures will take
on in the future. Not necessarily the first ones, seeing that they are set to be released/
exchanged for ViisiitCoins in diﬀerent vesting schedules.
€ 500.000 - These proceeds received will go to the funding for the start and eventual
growth (when market penetration successful) of at least 3 new projects in the pipeline of
the 1001 Year Plan.
€ 350.000 - Will go to cover the costs relating to organizing the private-sale & pre-public
dICO/STO and to cover partnership agreement costs with exchanges.
€ 250.000 - Invest in (future) price disparity liability payments
€ 200.000 - Fund for unexpected black swan costs and events.

3.3 Use of resources

The biggest resource pool we start with is the ViisiitCoin-blockchain, later the ViisiitTokenblockchain and also our statutory regulated share structure of 2 classes of shares. The
most valuable resource pool we will need to acquire are our Viisiiters team members and
our Welcomers. Viisiiters are not only the face of the Tiiendemanns Group and the brand
ambassadors of (external) brands, products, services and experiences, but they also act
as our personal customer service agent for both the Tiiendemanns Group and all of our
external partners.
This organization is set up like this from the start so that long term, we can save a lot of
money by not having to reorganize and/or restructure the organization. It also gives us the
ability to focus on what matters most, customer satisfaction and quality of our products
and services, by creating and providing each and everyone of our clients or customers
with the best service or products possible, at the most competitive price, in which quality
cannot be sacrificed for laziness, cheapness or impatience.
Even when we reach our hard cap, every organization in the group will always be run as a
startup and like we’re perpetually bootstrapped, and not only do we need to go earn our
luxury, but we need to be selective and frugal in the amount of luxury we allow ourselves
to have.
So the plan is to start in the Netherlands and in 5 years, with among other things your
financial backing, be in at least 10 other countries and operating and/or able to cover the
grounds of at least 1.000 cities/municipalities, when the short cap during the dICO/STO is
met. It’s going to be at least 50 other countries and operating and/or able to cover the
ground of at least 5.000 cities when the hard cap is reached at the end of the dICO/STO.
Just as an example, the Netherlands, the country in which we’ll start with the door-todoor services of Viisiit.®, has 380 cities/municipalities and in 5 years we need to be active
and/or able to provide our services in every one, or at least most of them, depending
market circumstances.
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4. Road map
This road map is made based on the assumptions that we will raise a minimum of
500.000 euro in the first equity Alpha Seed funding round ending at the beginning of the
3rd Quarter of 2019. This funding amount was not included in the budget given for the
proceeds of the ViisiitCoin sale, because with this funding we will start with the MVP of
both Viisiit.® and PreciousChips® and use the proceeds of the ViisiitCoin sale to fill the
extra budget requirements for scaling the services further.
This road map is also based on the assumption that we will reach at least all 4 soft caps
in the pre-private, the private sale, pre-sale dICO/STO and public dICO/STO. The preprivate sale of the ViisiitCoin started beginning of week 50 at 00’clock, thus on December
10th: with the ViisiitCoin price at € 0,00075. We will enter the second period of the
ViisiitCoin pricing, 2 weeks after the graphical version of the pre-private sale whitepaper,
version 1 has been published.
Not reaching one or more soft caps means that we’ll need to delay the plans for 6 months
to 24 months. Reaching the hard cap means some projects will start earlier, and will make
the horizontal market penetration of the diﬀerent services of Viisiit.® go much faster. This
means that we will be able to spread in more areas and covering more grounds around
the world sooner. This will have a better eﬀect on the liquidity and value creation for the
ViisiitCoin, because of the diversification of concentration of the ViisiitCoin in diﬀerent
regions, balancing regional disturbances and/or sudden interest/price surge/drop.
2015 - 2017 - The development, market research and market validation of the 1001 Year
Plan has taken the founder almost 2 years, from the beginning of 2015 to the end of 2017.
This was because getting good paying clients for the consultancy back then was time
consuming and capital expensive, so when the consultancies went into hibernation, the
time was needed to work temp. agency work besides doing the R&D for the 1001 Year
Plan. On top of this the founder felt that he also needed to increase his knowledge on
general business practices on the level that a MBA graduate would have.
2018 - Beginning of 2019 The funding expectation was to receive the first big funding
after the summer of 2018, of which this failed, because the founder for example not
having wealthy people in his core network that could serve as an angel-investor. For
which beginning of 2019 the founder entered in partnership with Impakt Tribe beginning
and if all goes correctly, we’ll have the first funding round completed at the end of the
second quarter of 2019.
The funding might not have been found, but during the whole of 2018 the founder did a
lot of networking and met not only potential future investors, but also potential future
team members and/or partners that can help the Tiiendemanns Group grow bigger and
faster.
3rd & 4th Quarter of 2019 The first draft of the ViisiitCoin whitepaper, version 1 is published on diﬀerent social media
channels.
Equity investment round with ImpaktTribe (successfully) finished and the Tiiendemanns
Group oﬃcially gets incorporated
- Active promotion and marketing targeted to accredited buyers starts for the pre-private
sale of the ViisiitCoin.
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- Start physical testing phase of Viisiit.® with small portfolio and with only an analog MVP
of the Viisiit.® software and the physical testing phase of Viisiit.® will be done in more
regions in South-Holland and other interesting regions/cities in the Netherlands due to
new Viisiiters in the team.
- The pre-private sale ends and the ViisiitCoin blockchain gets created as a Komodo
assetchain.
- Development of the actual (digital) production software of Viisiit.® starts, and will only
run on “paper ViisiitCoin” in the alpha/beta phase of the software.
- A few weeks after when the beta software testing is finished and the first production
version is ready, the public launch of the service oﬀering of Viisiit.® will oﬃcially start in
the Netherlands. That is only if we hit the soft cap in the pre-private sale that it will be a
national launch for the Netherlands. If we don’t hit the soft cap, then it will be a regional
soft launch for the Holland region.
- First 10 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 100 subscription to a
PreciousChips® case has been sold.
1st Quarter of 2020 - The publishing of whitepaper 2 private sale edition and start of the private sale.
- Full integration Viisiit.® blockchain/wallets with the Viisiit.® software complete..
- Market testing outside the borders of the Netherlands already started.
- Viisiiter-team members count will further increase to about 25 in the Netherlands.
- Start developing smartphone apps for Viisiit. profiles and wallets.
- Expected first 1.000.000.000th ViisiitCoin is rewarded through a promotion from the
Promotion Fund. These will be mostly ViisiitCoins released all across the globe, because
they will be rewarded through bounty challenges and stored into smart contracts, until
they can be released because of a personal connection has been made between a
Viisiiter and the wallet holder.
- First 100 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 1000 subscription to a
PreciousChips® case has been sold.
2nd Quarter of 2020 - Start with oﬀering of products and services on the Viisiit.® e-commerce platform from
partners and Viisiit.® self.
- End of the private sale of the ViisiitCoin.
- Viisiiters-team members count will further increase to about 100 Viisiiters depending
revenue results of Viisiit.® in the Benelux/Germany area.
- Announcement of first 5 partner exchanges
- The publishing of whitepaper 3.0 pre-sale dICO/STO edition and start promotion of the
public pre-sale of the ViisiitCoin.
- First 500 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 5.000 subscription to a
PreciousChips® case has been sold.
4th Quarter of 2020 - Continue promotion of the public pre-sale of the ViisiitCoin.
- Start with first other EU market testing outside of the Benelux/Germany area.
- Finish development for smartphone apps for Viisiit.® profiles and wallets.
- Grow team to about an extra 100 Viisiiters Benelux/EU (depending revenue results).
- Start with the oﬀering of Cashback programs with partners and start with oﬀering direct
ViisiitCoin payment options in (web)shops from partners
- First 1.000 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 10.000 subscription
to a PreciousChips® case has been sold.
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At least 1 of the 2 products in the 1001 Year Plan that started after Viisiit.® should have
reached operational profitability already.
1st & 2nd Quarter of 2021 - Start with some feelers in non-EU markets.
- Start of public pre-sale of the ViisiitCoin.
- Expected third 1.000.000.000th ViisiitCoin is rewarded through an online promotion /
bounty campaign from the Promotion Fund.
- First 2.500 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 25.000 subscription
to a PreciousChips® case has been sold.
3rd & 4th Quarter of 2021 - Grow team to about an extra 25 to 100 Viisiiters for non-EU markets.
- End of the public pre-sale of the ViisiitCoin.
- Expected fifth 1.000.000.00th ViisiitCoin is rewarded through a promotion from the
Promotion Fund.
- First 1.000.000.000th ViisiitCoin is rewarded to a Welcomer (so at least € 50 million in
revenue has been made at this point by Viisiit. with only counting the Welcomers Reward
ViisiitCoin-sales).
- The publishing of whitepaper 4.0 public dICO/STO edition and promotion of the public
ViisiitCoin sale starts.
- First 5.000 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 50.000 subscription
to a PreciousChips® case has been sold.
- Depending on revenue increase and outcome of the pre-sale; further market penetration
in some to a few more EU and non-EU countries.
- Promotion for the public ViisiitCoin sale continues.
- With about an extra 100 to 500 Viisiiters spread evenly between EU / non-EU.
- Expected seventh 1.000.000.000th ViisiitCoin is rewarded through an online promotion /
bounty campaign from the Promotion Fund.
- First 10.000 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 100.000
subscription to a PreciousChips® case has been sold.
Beginning of 2021 - Start and end public dICO/STO sale.
- Start with more extensive non-EU international market testing and market penetration
- We’ll make the announcement here about our next 20 to 45 exchange partners.
- By this time we would have welcomed more than 1.000 to 2.500 extra (internal) Viisiiters
that will be working all around the World, amount dependent on market conditions.
- Expected tenth 1.000.000.000th ViisiitCoin is rewarded through an online promotion /
bounty campaign from the Promotion Fund.
- First 25.000 PreciousChips® cases have been directly sold and first 250.000
subscription to a PreciousChips® case has been sold.
Around the 4th of Quarter 2022 If hard cap was met then, we will start around here with the vertical growth in the most
promising (international) regions and announcement of next 50 to 300 partner exchanges,
depending on the quality of the exchanges then. Otherwise, if only the soft cap is
reached, we’ll use the resources we got to work on the growth and further market
penetration of primarily Viisiit.®, so then the growth steps will need to only happen on a
much slower pace, and will only be able to announce about 50 to 100 extra partner
exchanges.
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If the hard cap is hit then by this time Viisiit.® will have more than 5.000 extra Viisiiters
spread all over the World already, visiting and rewarding our Welcomers for their attention.
Around this time we will have sold our first 50.000 PreciousChips® case, and the first
500.000 subscription to a case has also been sold.
2023+ - To the stars…
Long story short: with the 1001 Year Plan, the Tiiendemanns Group is more a “shoot to
the stars” kind of company, than a shoot “to the moon” type of company. Metaphorically
speaking, humanity has visited the moon in the 60’s already, we need to dare to also look
beyond the moon, and Elon (Musk) has Mars covered already.

5. Team
With internal team members we mean people all over the world on payroll of Viisiit.®,
Hiinderloopn Ventures or in some cases only Tiiendemanns Group. External team
members are team members that are paid commission based and/or project based with
fiat, share (certificates), with ViisiitCoins or a mix of 2 of all 3 of these. We are starting in
the Netherlands and the first HQ will be seated in the Netherlands. Being able to visit
everyone in every country is the core mission of Viisiit.®, so growth will also be
dependent on the first activities of the independent teams outside the starting markets.
This pre-private sale already will count heavily in which countries/regions Viisiit.® will start
its services next.

5.1 Internal team members

There are 125 billion ViisiitCoin in this fund to be divided among the internal team
members of Tiiendemanns Group. With most will go to the Viisiit.® and ViisiitCoin team,
not counting the Founder’s share. We strive for transparency and honesty, so we also
divulge how the ViisiitCoins will be divided and if it’s performance based or not. In which
latter case, they will only be subjected to a lockup and vesting schedule. Most
performance based releases will be without lockup period, but subjected to a vesting
schedule.
The internal team here means, everyone working under Tiiendemanns Group, including
team members from Viisiit.® and the ViisiitCoin team. Tiiendemanns Holding will start
with 1 sole director (Alvin) and +10 (small) investors/share certificate holders, with 1
vacant Board seat reserved for an angel/accredited investor and 3 vacant Board member
seats reserved for institutional/accredited investors. Both statutes of Tiiendemanns
Holding and Hiinderloopn Ventures make it easy for Alvin to hire new directors, executives
or managers into the management team. As Chairperson of the Tiiendemanns Group
Trust, which holds the majority (dormant) voting rights in Tiiendemanns Holding, has veto
power over specific business decisions, for example about workforce choice and selling
or taking Tiiendemanns Holding or one of its subsidiaries public.
The internal team will start small, with Alvin as the centralized figure that will have as main
responsibility the growth of the team, and needs to go find and choose team members
that will go take responsibility for the diﬀerent product and services in the group, as will
become the other main starting responsibility of Alvin, the start and growth of Viisiit.®.
As you can see from all the vacancies: we’re hiring! And if we hit the soft cap, we’ll need
to hire even more team members, especially new Viisiiters.
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You can contact or chat with a team member online through their personal accounts or
through these ViisiitCoin team accounts:
www.twitter.com/@Hiinderloopn
Www.t.me/ViisiitCoin (for chat)
Www.t.me/ViisiitCoinNews (for announcements)
https://discord.gg/S2mjZGM

5.1.1 Representing Tiiendemanns Group, Viisiit.® and the ViisiitCoin© directly
Drs. Alvin Leito, MSc (co-writer Whitepaper)
Founder, president, chairperson & ceo of the Tiiendemanns Group / Tiiendemanns
Holding B.V.
Chairperson and Director of Tiiendemanns Group Trust
Chairperson and Managing Director for Hiinderloopn Ventures; Viisiit.® & PreciousChips®
7-Star Viisiiter
ViisiitCoin Team reward: 5 million founders reward - 2 year lock up after block creation,
instant release afterwards. 10 billion non-performance: 5 year lock up after dICO/STO after which, 20% release, then 30 year vesting schedule, yearly release & up to 20 billion
performance based, with no lock up and 30% immediate release, then the rest being
released during a 5 years vesting schedule after performance achievement, with quarterly
release.
Bio of Alvin:
From young he called himself a pacifist and was passionate to leave the world in a better
state than when he was born. At 18 Alvin went to study Psychology at the Leiden
University in the Netherlands and later on also went and finished a MSc in Public
Administration. Because his initial goal was to leave the world in a better place through
politics and becoming the best politician in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. When the
realization set that he cannot be his best self being a politician, he went to do what he
was planning to go do after he was done in politics, becoming a businessman. After
having searched and pondered on a niche to enter, he founded T.C.P.A. Consultancy and
T.C.P.A. Guidance Center. to consult both organizations and people in general mainly
about self growth and self betterment. For organizations he chose to advocate to put
people (the core of an organization, its team members and its clients and customers)
before processes and profit. This believe together with the Peace and ProsperityEquation© became the basis of the 5P-Formula©. Using the 5P-Formula© to create a
transgenerational global organization that works to service and enhance the lives of
human beings is what he is set to do in this life, inshallah.
Website: Www.alvinleito.com
Linkedin: Www.LinkedIn.com/in/alvinleito
Twitter: Www.twitter.com/@TCPAconsultancy
Telegram: www.t.me/TCPAconsultancy
XXXX (unconfirmed/contract not yet signed)
(Executive) Board Secretary of the Tiiendemanns Group
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Chief Sustainability Oﬃcer (CSO) of the Tiiendemanns Group
5-Star Viisiiter
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 2.5 billion non-performance: 5 year lock up after dICO/STO
- after which, 30% release, then 20 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to 2.5
billion performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after
performance achievement, monthly release.
Bio of XXXX:

Xxxx
Xxxx
Xxxx
(Vacant)
(Executive) Management Assistant of the Tiiendemanns Group
2-Star Viisiiter
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 1 million immediate release after creation of the ViisiitCoinblockchain & up to 100 million non-performance: 5 year lock up after dICO/STO - after
which, 30% release, then 20 year vesting schedule, monthly release.
Afterwards, for eventual higher up positions there’s up to 2.5 billion performance based
reserved, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after performance achievement,
monthly release.
Bio of XXXX:
Xxxx
Xxxx
Xxxx
(Vacant)
CTO Hiinderloopn Ventures
5-Star Viisiiter
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 5 billion non-performance: 5 year lock up after dICO/STO after which, 30% release, then 20 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to 15
billion performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after
performance achievement, monthly release.
Bio of xxxx:
Xxxxxx
(Vacant)
COO Hiinderloopn Ventures
Directly incharged of the SSSIIR-team of Viisiit.
6-Star Viisiiter
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 5 billion non-performance: 5 year lock up after dICO/STO after which, 30% release, then 20 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to 5 billion
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performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after performance
achievement, monthly release.
Bio of xxxx:
Xxxxxxx

5.1.2 Representing Viisiit.® and ViisiitCoin© directly:

(Vacant)
ViisiitCoin-Blockchain Lead - Responsible for the creation and maintenance of the
ViisiitCoin-Blockchain.
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 2 billion non-performance: 2 year lock up after dICO/STO after which, 30% release, then 20 year vesting schedule, monthly release & min. 500
million up to 3 billion performance based, with no lock up and 2 - 5 years vesting
schedule after performance achievement, monthly release.
(Vacant)
Marketing & Customer Relation Oﬃcer for Viisiit.® & ViisiitCoin
2 or 3 -Star Viisiiter (starting either as 1 or 2-Start Viisiiter)
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 500 million non-performance: 5 year lock up after dICO/
STO - after which, 30% release, then 10 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to
500 million performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after
performance achievement, monthly release.
(Vacant)
Marketing & Online Communication Oﬃcer for Viisiit.® & ViisiitCoin
2 or 3 -Star Viisiiter (starting either as 1 or 2-Start Viisiiter)
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 500 million non-performance: 5 year lock up after dICO/
STO - after which, 30% release, then 10 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to
500 million performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after
performance achievement, monthly release.
(Vacant) Up to 20x starting open vacancies when we hit the soft cap in the pre-private
sale
B2B Service Representative
2-Star Viisiiter (starting either as 0 or 1-Start Viisiiter)
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 250 million non-performance: 3 year lock up after dICO/
STO - after which, 30% release, then 10 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to 1
billion performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after
performance achievement, monthly release.
(Vacant) / Up to 50x starting open vacancies when we hit the soft cap in the pre-private
sale
B2C Service Representative
1-Star Viisiiter (starting as 0-Star Viisiiter)
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 100 million non-performance: 2 year lock up after dICO/
STO - after which, 30% release, then 10 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to
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500 million performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after
performance achievement, monthly release.

5.1.3 ViisiitCoin© rewards to internal team members

In the end there could be a surplus of Viisiitcoins in this fund, either if not all nonperformance based budgeted ViisiitCoins gets awarded to some or most, if not for
everyone not hitting the predetermined performance target(s) set. Due to business
sensitive information carried in the performances, they are not specifically mentioned in
the whitepaper.
Also, a team member can choose for more free time, or to work other jobs on the side,
which could make them miss their personal targets, but because of this fact Viisiit.®
would need to hire someone to fill in for their tasks and the new team members will in turn
get new performance goals. So, the surplus will be used to recruit more team members.
In the situation that everyone hits their performance targets, then the remaining ViisiitCoin
will be taken from the 40 billion VC that is reserved for other team members acquisition
and/or as extra recruitment incentive pool from the Salary Reward Fund.
When all soft caps are reached in the dICO/STO, we can welcome 1.000+ new Viisiiters in
our team from all over the World (in between 0 to 5 years), and when all hard caps are
reached, we can welcome more than 10.000+ new Viisiiters in our team, in between 0 to 5
years. We could grow to 100.000 to +1 million Viisiiters 10 to 20 years, all depending then
on the revenue performance.
All numbers excluding the external/freelance team members. Each of these Viisiiters will
be eligible in the future to earn ViisiitCoins for performances or achievements. Viisiiters at
the start who help grow the company will have the opportunity to receive and/or be
rewarded more ViisiitCoins than future Viisiiters, but future Viisiiters will need to be
thankful then to those Viisiiters that they got that job.

5.2 External / non-payrol team members of the Tiiendemanns Group

There are 50 billion ViisiitCoin in this fund reserved for external team members. These
funds will be used to get expert advise and/or help for the internal team. These advice
and help will mainly be concerning the ViisiitCoin blockchain, Viisiit.®, PreciousChips®
and general marketing and business guidance and help through useful connections or
specific or general business advice
Chris van Maarseveen (co-writer Whitepaper)
Komodo Liaison, Tokenomics & Coin Advisor & dICO/STO Investor Recruiter
ViisiitCoin Team reward: 100 million non-performance based, no lock up after dICO/STO
& up to 1 billion performance based: 2 year lock up after dICO/STO - after which, 30%
release, then 10 year vesting schedule, monthly release & min. 100 million up to 5.1 billion
performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after performance
achievement, monthly release.
Bio of Chris:
Xxxxxxxx
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Discord: xxxxx
LinkedIn: http://linkedin.com/in/chris-van-maarseveen-6b7b0114b
Iwan Schuttinga - Studio Schuttinga
Tiiendemanns Group Preferred Design Supplier
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 50 million non-performance: 2 year lock up after dICO/STO
- after which, 30% release, then 10 year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to 500
million performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after
performance achievement, monthly release.
Bio of Iwan:
Xxxxxxxx
www.studioschuttinga.com
LinkedIn: http://linkedin.com/in/iwanschuttinga
Twitter: www.twitter.com/@Iwan_Schuttinga
XXXX (Contract still not signed)
ViisiitCoin-blockchain lead contractor & dICO/STO Investor Recruiter
ViisiitCoin Team reward: 25 million non-performance based, no lock up after dICO/STO &
up to 250 million performance based: 2 year lock up after dICO/STO - after which, 30%
release, then 10 year vesting schedule, monthly release & min. 100 million up to 5.1 billion
performance based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after performance
achievement, monthly release.
Bio of xxxx
Xxxxxxx
Xxxxx
Xxxxx
Xxxxx
Faiz Khilmi
Online Community Assistant
ViisiitCoin Team reward: 5 million non-performance based, with no lock up after dICO/
STO - after which, 30% release, then 10 year vesting schedule, with monthly release & up
to 100 million performance based: with no luck up or 2 year lock up after dICO/STO after which, either 100% or 30% release, then no vesting or 10 year vesting schedule,
monthly release, depending achievement.
Bio of Faiz:
Xxxxxxxx
Telegram: xxxxxx
Discord: xxxxxxx
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Ipek Demircioglu
Co-designer Whitepaper
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 25 million non-performance based, with 2 year lock up after
dICO/STO - after which, 30% release, then 10 year vesting schedule, with monthly
release & up to 300 million performance based: with no luck up and 2 year lock up after
dICO/STO - after which, either 100% or 30% release, then no vesting or 10 year vesting
schedule, monthly release, depending achievement.
Bio of Ipek:
Xxxxxxxx
Website: www.ipekdemircioglu.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/ipekdemircioglu
Twitter: www.twitter.com/@IpekDemircioglu

Jeroen van der Heide - Impakt Tribe
Equity Investor Relations and Business Advisor
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 50 million non-performance based, 2 year lock up after
dICO/STO - after which 30% release, then 10 year vesting, monthly release.
Bio of Jeroen:
Jeroen born on 20-06-1978 in Den Helder is an energetic, creative mind that combines
head and heart in the right dose. As a Student he already thought outside of the box and
he always sought a path that was innovative and diﬀerent, as an Int. Sales manager in the
wholesale of clothing this became his specialty. He ensured that K Karl Lagerfeld got a
stable base in three years in the Netherlands and Scandinavië, then worked for DKNY,
and he ensured that Hans Ubbink was expanded internationally: Belgium, Russia, France
and Germany. With this experience he can call himself an expert in the wholesale of
clothing: a driven strategic leader who is always looking for new ways to innovate. These
years of Int. sales expertise he takes with him into his new innovative online fashion
company TSHARED, TSHARED is an online fashion company which stands for Zero
Waste fashion. Next to his own company he is business partner @ INVESTOR ready
where the mission is to help companies build the perfect Investor deck and get funding
for them. They have an network of 500 active Tech Investors.
Jeroen’s vision:
The clothing industry is still a closed fortress for consumers. Somewhat exaggerated:
consumers have no idea what clothing companies earn on a product, how, where and by
whom their products are made and under which circumstances products are produced.
By keeping the cards against the chest and only gradually sharing knowledge, the
clothing industry tries to maintain its position. But the world has changed, customers
have a clear voice through social media channels, there is 30% overproduction in the
clothing industry of products that the customer does not even want to buy, people's
rights and the environment are ignored. TSHARED will tackle these problems by being
open, showing people behind TSHARED, sharing knowledge, positioning themselves
clearly and showing her added value.
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Jeroen’s mission:
Making the clothing industry more transparent, putting the customer first, contributing to
a healthier environment and improving the working conditions of 1 million workers in the
clothing industry.
“I see it as my mission to make the clothing industry more transparent for the consumer,
so that he / she can make a solid decision in buying his / her clothes. By empowering the
customer by making them part of the design process, it is possible to stop 30%
overproduction. In addition, I think it is normal for companies to contribute to both the
environment and the rights of the people who work in the clothing industry. I believe that
companies can become the new healthcare institutions. This mission and the way I want
to shape it is the result of my development since the moment I graduated as a Bachelor
of Commerce in Leeuwarden.”
www.impakttribe.com / www.tshared.eu
Twitter: www.twitter.com/@impakttribe
LinkedIn: http://linkedin.com/in/jeroenvanderheide78
Naviin Kapoor
ICO-STO preparation & Crypto Investor Communication & Relations Advisor
ViisiitCoin Team reward: up to 100 million non-performance based, no lock up after dICO/
STO, with first 30% release, then 10 year vesting, monthly release & up to 6 billion
performance based: 2 year lock up after dICO/STO - after which, 30% release, then 10
year vesting schedule, monthly release & up to 5 billion direct investment performance
based, with no lock up and 5 years vesting schedule after each round, monthly release.
Bio of Naviin:
Xxxxxxxx
Telegram: www.t.me/naviinkapoor
Twitter: www.twitter.com/@naviinkapoor
LinkedIn: http://linkedin.com/in/naviinkapoor
Other External Team members
The rest of the +25 billion ViisiitCoin is destined to reward the rest of freelance Viisiiters
we need to hire and/or to be used for incentive for new (external) team members and
advisers to fill positions we need to most help with. There is also room, if needed, to use
ViisiitCoins from the Salary Fund to recruit more external team members.
Freelancers or people that do a one time job for Viisiit.® and/or Tiiendemanns Group may
be rewarded with ViisiitCoins from the External Team Members fund with reward amounts
beneath 1 million ViisiitCoin can be anonymous awarded with only mentioning the reason
for release and country of origin of recipient.
Until now only 250.000 VC has been awarded to Laurens Sernets for his contribution to
the initial designing process of the whitepaper.
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6. Komodo protocol
ViisiitCoin will be build on the Komodo (KMD) platform. This means ViisiitCoin will be a
Komodo sidechain. This results in multiple advantages. 1) Komodo sidechains are
extremely secure, 2) Komodo sidechains are extremely scalable, 3) Komodo sidechains
are extremely independent.
These will be elaborated on consecutively;

6.1 Security

Komodo side chains use the delayed proof of work (DPoW) consensus mechanism. This
means that every hash of all Viisiitcoins blocks will be stored within transactions on the
Komodo blockchain. Concretely this makes it that you need to attack the Komodo
blockchain, to be able to attack the ViisiitCoin blockchain. Komodo does the same thing
with the Bitcoin chain, meaning that you need to attack Bitcoin in order to be able to
attack Komodo.
This works by a notary node mechanism. These are special nodes in the Komodo
network that write the hashes of blocks into diﬀerent blockchains. They do this by making
a transaction on that blockchain and adding a text message, which is the hash. This
means that if a hash is diﬀerent than the hash in the other blockchain we know that
version of the blockchain is wrong.
Because of the DPoW that ViisiitCoin uses to secure itself in Komodo, and Komodo uses
to secure itself in bitcoin, the hash rate of ViisiitCoin is virtually all these hashrates added
up, making it one of the most secure chains on the planet.

6.2 Scalability

Komodo assetchains can use advanced Federal chain syncing technology. This enables
them to combine chains and make it act as virtually 1. Metaphorically it is like adding
lanes to a highway, and concretely it means that Komodo has done over 20k transactions
per second.
It technically works like this, however I warn you it is complicated:
Komodo’s scaling solution follows a procedure similar to the dPoW notarization process.
To put it simply, Komodo’s scaling solution works by creating many blockchains that can
each process transactions simultaneously, while also syncing with one another to achieve
interoperability. We call this new technology Federated Multi-Chain Syncing.
There are currently a total of 1,024 chains that exist for the purposes of testing Komodo’s
scalability solution. Each of these chains is independent and can process transactions
without being slowed down by the activity on any other chain on Komodo. We call these
independent chains “assetchains.”
It’s worth emphasizing the fact that there is no limit to the number of assetchains that can
exist on Komodo Platform. Assetchains are created for the purposes of Komodo’ scaling
solution, but they can also be created for independent projects.
All of the assetchains uses the Federated Multi-Chain Syncing tech communicate with the
Komodo chain. This interoperability can also be extended beyond the scaling solution
tech. The federated chains can also communicate, via the Komodo chain, with every
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other chain that exists on Komodo Platform. This allows any chain on Komodo to verify
transactions that took place on any other chain in the ecosystem.
Step One
The first step in Komodo’s scaling solution is to create thousands of Merkle Trees out of
all the transactions taking place on each and every chain on Komodo. Traditionally, each
block in a blockchain has one (and only one) Merkle Root. That Merkle Root is the digest
of all the transactions IDs for all of the transactions written onto that particular block. This
is also true of each block in each of the assetchains on Komodo Platform.
New blocks are mined roughly every 60 seconds for each assetchain. This means one
new block, with one unique Merkle Root, is produced every minute or so, for each chain.
Then, every ten minutes, Komodo’s notary nodes create a new Merkle Tree out of all the
Merkle Roots that have been generated since the previous notarization. This happens for
each assetchain in the Komodo ecosystem utilising the Federated Multi-Chain Syncing
feature.
Since blocks are mined roughly every 60 seconds and the notarization process occurs
roughly every ten minutes, there are between 8 and 12 Merkle Roots that get organized
into a new Merkle Tree. Each new Merkle Tree fingerprints these 8 to 12 Merkle Roots into
a new Merkle Root. We might call these new digests the “Merkle Root of Merkle Roots” or
the MoM for short
Step Two
Next, Komodo’s notary nodes take the MoM from each assetchain and sync them all with
the Komodo chain. This is similar to the DPoW process except, rather than notarizing a
snapshot of the KMD ecosystem to the Bitcoin chain, the notary nodes are notarizing a
single digest— the Merkle Root of Merkle Roots, or MoM— from every federated
assetchain onto the main KMD chain.
Step Three
Once all the MoM have been synced with the KMD chain, they are organized into yet
another Merkle Tree. So all 1,024 digests are fingerprinted into one new Merkle Root—
the Merkle Root of the Merkle Roots of Merkle Roots (MoMoM).
This single code is the fingerprint of every single transaction that has taken place on
Komodo Platform since the previous MoMoM notarization occurred. That’s true, because
every transaction on each block is hashed into a Merkle Root. All of the Merkle Roots for
all the new blocks are hashed into a MoM. This happens for each chain in the Komodo
ecosystem. Then those MoM are sent to the KMD chain, put into a new Merkle Tree, and
hashed to form the MoMoM.
Step Four
The fourth and final step in Komodo’s scaling solution process is to notarize the MoMoM
back onto every assetchain in the ecosystem. Komodo’s notary nodes perform this
operation, too.
This last step is crucial because it allows interoperability between all chains within the
Komodo ecosystem. That is, transactions that occur on one blockchain can be quickly
and eﬃciently verified on a completely separate blockchain. This increases the speed at
which the ecosystem can process payments and transactions.
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It bears repeating that all four steps of Komodo’s scaling solution are repeated
approximately every ten minutes. This is an ongoing process that continually puts all of
the chains in Komodo’s ecosystem in sync with each other.
[eddited from: https://komodoplatform.com/komodo-platforms-new-scalability-tech/]

6.3 Freedom

All sidechains on Komodo Platform, make use of the Komodo ecosystem, but are
independent of it. This concretely means that whenever a better option is discovered
ViisiitCoin can change platform at any time, with minimal eﬀort. This gives ViisiitCoin an
incredible edge over all other projects since they are locked in one platform.
These are the main advantages of operating on the Komodo Platform, and this is the main
reason why we have chosen to use this platform.

7. Terms & stipulations of the pre-private sale
Please be advised that no token will be physically nor electronically exchanged during
this pre-private sale, because with funding obtained from the pre-private sale we can hire
developers to create the blockchain on the Komodo platform. Blockchain developers are
expensive, good blockchain developers that care about security are more expensive.
Another expensive expertise are legal people that know about STO’s, taxation laws for
crypto’s and experts that can create good prospectus. To do the public dICO/STO we
need a (stronger) prospectus for sure, so that we can let retail international investors
participate in the dICO/STO too. The funding we obtain in this pre-private sale will help us
get there. This whitepaper is written to follow Dutch and EU laws.
The pre-private sale is available only for institutional or accredited buyers, with a
minimum of € 125.000, $ 150.000, 40 BTC or 857 ETH per person/entity, or to be bought
in other selected fiat or cryptocurrencies. One must also be able to prove that they have a
(yearly) income that can sustain the purchase of such amount of a (future) cryptocoin.
If hard cap of 15 billion VC is not reached, then leftover ViisiitCoins can be bought again
in the private sale. All ViisiitCoins bought in the pre-private sale are locked for 5 years
after the end of the dICO, in which after that 20% will be send to the wallets of the
buyers, and the rest will have a 10 year vesting schedule, with monthly releases.
Everyone participating in the pre-private sale needs to go through a KYC/AML process.
That will also be the case if you’d like to get more in-depth information about Viisiit.®
and/or the Tiiendemanns Group. For other more general information, see the website of
Viisiit.® for more information; www.ViisiitCoin.com (website under construction; with
funding from the pre-private sale we can pay designers to build better websites, UXwise).
Starting thus with only accredited buyers that can buy at least € 125.000, $ 150.000, 40
BTC, 587 ETH, 600.000 XRP or 280.000 KMD worth of ViisiitCoins in this round. The
discounted prices will be fixed during each period and varying each period, with the most
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discount being given in the first period, with a 98,5% discount given on the nominal
ViisiitCoin price of € 0,05, $ 0,06 or 24 satoshis.
To limit the chances of a large portion of ViisiitCoin to get in the hands of whales that only
want to speculate and turn a fast profit with the coin and that don’t care about if we grow
the projects, or not, there’s a hard cap for each participants of € 1 million, $ 1.2 million or
320 BTC set for 1.3 billion VC in this pre-private sale. There’s also a lock up period and a
vesting period set in place, to evenly release the coins during, for the regular crypto
community, a lifetime, which in reality it’s just waiting 5 years to receive a 10 year long,
monthly faucet release to your wallet. Only children won’t understand why the saying
goes “time flies”, creating long term value needs eﬀort and time.
It is our opinion that this short term thinking and short term speculative hunting prevalent
in crypto communities is destroying the name of blockchain and good cryptoprojects,
which is hindering its entrance into the mainstream. The Tiiendemanns Group is made to
stay and become a cross generational organization. Creating great or amazing lasting
value, either financially or for societies does not get created overnight, and we are
working to do both.
If you’re interested in starting the KYC/AML process, but have some questions that you
feel are not answered in this whitepaper, then you can always contact the team to set up
a (video/phone/in-person) meeting to discuss the questions you might have. But that
option, in the pre-private sale, is only reserved for people that are interested in
participating in the pre-private sale and have the minimum amount of money to give and
can part ways with it for at least 5 years, and get the coins you paid for, spread out over a
period of 10 years afterwards.
This is the same 5 year lock up period that the Founder of the Tiiendemanns Group starts
with, with only exception that he receives the 10 billion non-performance based VC during
a vesting period of 30 years. The performance based VC during a vesting period of 5
years after performance achievement. Let there be no misconception of this fact.

7.1 Extra information about the pre-private sale

Of the total of 1 trillion ViisiitCoins mined, a total of 200 billion ViisiitCoin is available to be
sold in the whole dICO/STO, including the pre-private sale and the private sale with 25
billion ViisiitCoin allocated for the 2 rounds combined. The pre-private sale ViisiitCoins
available is capped at 15 billion, making the cap in the private sale at a minimum of 10
billion ViisiitCoin.
The 1st period price in the pre-private sale will start at € 0,00075, $ 0,0009, or 24 satoshis
per ViisiitCoin. With the 1 first accredited investor buying at least the minimum of € 125k,
$ 150k or 40 BTC, etc., getting 100% extra ViisiitCoin. The second accredited investor
buying at least the minimum receives 50% extra ViisiitCoin, and the third accredited
investor buying at the minimum receives 25% extra ViisiitCoin.
In the private sale only the first 2 accredited investors will receive a bonus. All unsold
ViisiitCoins after the private sale will go to the public dICO/STO. ViisiitCoins bought in the
pre-private sale are linked to a longer lock up period and a longer vesting schedule after
the end of the dICO/STO than ViisiitCoins bought in the private sale, but can be bought
for much more cheaper.
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A total of 6.6 billion VC have already been sold in exchange for common share certificates
in the mother company of Hiinderloopn Ventures, with a starting value of € 5 million, to 5
diﬀerent entities/people within the Tiiendemanns Group. This makes it that a total of
about 8.4 billion VC is left to be bought of the starting total of 15 billion VC destined for
the pre-private sale. These ViisiitCoins, sold by Hiinderloopn Ventures B.V., weren’t
exchanged for fiat nor cryptocurrency, but for common share certificates in the mother
company of Hiinderloopn Ventures.
The pre-private sale started in week 50, with only a plain text whitepaper version and
lasts until July 31st 2019. The first period lasts till the middle of May, 2019 (VC price = €
0,00075 or $ 0,00090), the second period ends at the end of May (VC price = € 0,00080
or $ 0,00096), the third at the middle of June (VC price = € 0,00085 or $ 0,00102), the
fourth period lasts until the end of June (VC price = € 0,00090 or $ 0,00108), the fifth
period will end at the middle of July, with a ViisiitCoin price at € 0,0010 or $ 0,0012, and
the last period will end at the end of July, with a ViisiitCoin price at € 0,0015 or $ 0,0018.

7.2 Reason to participate in the (pre-)private sale and later the public dICO/
STO

You buy ViisiitCoins in the dICO/STO because you want to use the services of Viisiit.®
and get a great discount on the price on the services that Viisiit.® will roll out in phases
on the Viisiit.® platform. The services that Viisiit.® will introduce on the platform will be
done by Viisiit.® or third-party partners of Viisiit.®. With services from Viisiit.® being for
example that you can pay a Viisiiter to come help you move a large furniture, or come
give you cooking lessons of their native dishes. In the future it will be possible for private
Welcomers to oﬀer their services and/or products on the Viisiit.® platform.
Viisiit.® will start with the door-to-door promotion, marketing and sales service, which will
become a channel where advertisers/publishers, even from small and medium size
organizations, get the opportunity to reach and engage (through an intermediary; Viisiit.®)
with willing participants (Welcomers) during in real life product presentations. The
advisers/publishers choose how much ViisiitCoins they want to give as reward for
participating in the product presentation, so in the end you can also receive ViisiitCoin as
rewards for participating in product presentations, surveys or product testing rounds.
With Viisiit.® we will be creating jobs, start with stimulating local economies, funnel
money from corporations to end consumers and stimulate personal communication in an
era where digitalization creates solitude bubbles in societies. In the end, you need to
decide to participate in the pre-private sale because you want to help us with the initial
funding to make this all happen, not because you are after a good pump and dump coin.
The ViisiitToken fork can be seen as a longevity and loyalty bonus token of which lucky
ViisiitCoin holders at that moment in time can receive and others in the future can go buy.
It will be also possible to even use ViisiitCoins itself after the fork, to become direct
shareholders in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. by buying (more) ViisiitTokens on the security
exchanges and exchanging them for common share certificates of Tiiendemanns Holding
B.V..
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7.3 The relationship between ViisiitCoin© and the Common Shares in
Tiiendemanns Holding B.V.

Tiiendemanns Holding B.V. will start with the statutory creation of 1 billion (1.000.000.000)
common shares that are linked to the security token called ViisiitToken. These shares will
be held in custody of the Tiiendemanns Group Trust. These common shares will start with
a nominal value of € 10 million and between creation of the ViisiitToken-blockchain and 30
years after that we estimate the value of those common shares having at least a nominal
value of € 50 billion when at least Viisiit.® and PreciousChips® have taken significant
market share in their respective industries on a global scale.
The amount Hiinderloopn Ventures needs to raise to deposit the value of all underlying
statutory created Team Common Shares and Class A Shares is € 214 million, this is
including the ViisiitToken-linked shared. The vast majority of these Team shares are in
long lock up periods and/or released through long vesting schedules. This last amount is
the minimum we need to raise from the whole DICO/DSTO (ending in 2021, with possible
2 years extension). This is excluding the extra amount we need to globalize the services
of Viisiit.® and to bring the other products and services to the global market.
The Tiiendemanns Group Trust is also the entity that will later facilitate the exchange of
the ViisiitTokens for common share certificates in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V.. Exchanging
ViisiitTokens for common share certificates makes all ViisiitToken holders future
shareholders in Tiiendemanns Holding B.V.. Sharecertificates holders give their voting
rights to the Tiiendemanns Group Trust, chaired by Alvin, but keep 100% of the economic
rights of the underlying common share.
Each ViisiitToken represents 1/1000th of a common share, making the maximum total
ViisiitTokens to be created 1 trillion (1.000.000.000.000). For this the same amount of
ViisiitCoins will be created, all pre-mined and divided in diﬀerent pre-determined funds
with diﬀerent lock up and vesting periods. ViisiitCoins are a pure 100% utility token, that
are used for example to buy products, services or experiences across national borders on
the Viisiit.® platform. Because of its utility, there is no other right to be had by holding
ViisiitCoins.
These ViisiitTokens will be created by getting a snapshot of the ViisiitCoin blockchain 20
years after the dICO/STO of the ViisiitCoin. Every ViisiitCoin holder will receive the same
amount of ViisiitTokens they are holding when the snapshots gets taken and the fork
happens and the ViisiitToken blockchain gets created. To make those ViisiitTokens there
will also be 1 trillion ViisiitCoins created, all pre-mined, divided in diﬀerent locked and
vested funds.

7.3.1 Statutory share structure of the Tiiendemanns Group

- 10.000.000 common stock to be bought by Alvin, at € 0,01 per stock. These stocks
Alvin can only buy when he finds an angel-investor that can lend him the € 100.000
needed to buy these shares. Reality is that presently on the banks and the governments
you cannot rely to start an ambitious company, only the public sector, private investors
are the ones driving true innovation currently in the world (= Alvin needed to vent this out).
- At least 10.000.000 common stock is set aside to be bought by a (business) angel
investor, that gets a Board of Directors seat and whom could even hold the vicechairperson-ship of the Tiiendemanns Group.
- At least 30.000.000 common stock to be used as incentive for team member
acquisition.
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- Minimum of 300.000.000 common stock is set aside for (institutional) large investors,
that are also the investors that are able to buy the Class A stock. (5 million available in this
Alpha seed phase for investors, the rest are divided between management team/Boards,
with performance based and non-performance based reward structure).
- 200 to 150 million; reserved to be bought by smaller (accredited) investors or family and
friends of team members (with +650k already sold), or available if the accredited/
institutional investors wants to increase their initial stake in the company, or available to
exchange for (partial) ownership in strategically interesting companies/teams.
- 50.000.000 common stock is set aside for the salary in stock reward program, granting
team members 5 to 100% extra common stock on their gross salary at the end of one
work year, when they decide to take 10% to 100% of their salary in common stock
instead of fiat money, (and/or they can decide to mix their salary pay-out between
common stock, ViisiitCoin and/or fiat).
- 100.000.000 common stock is sold to Hiinderloopn Ventures B.V. for 1.333.333.333
ViisiitCoin in the pre-private sale, without reward option.

7.4 Personal note from the Founder of the Tiiendemanns Group: Alvin Leito

As a personal note, which for full disclosure; Chris adviced me against doing this because
a lot of scam(my) projects also did personal notes. Even if that is the case, the reason I
chose to make a personal note still, is because with me on the internet I’m not hiding as a
person, as many of those scam(my) projects do. They talk personal to you, but try to find
the person saying those words to you. With me, even though since 2012 I haven’t been
active on the popular social media platforms, since 16/17 I did start being active for
T.C.P.A. Consultancy on twitter @TCPAconsultancy, with in 2019 became my personal
twitter profile @AlvinLeito. Also, LinkedIn.com/in/TCPAconsultancy (not active anymore),
because started in 2018 with a personal linkedin account on www.linkedIn.com/in/
AlvinLeito. The twitter account for the Tiiendemanns Group on twitter @Hiinderloopn, at
the time of publishing is also managed by me.
There’s also a not so active Reddit and Steemit account of T.C.P.A. Consultancy and
other than those channels, I’ve made through Weebly (not a sponsor, yet, at least) a few
websites all linked on the T.C.P.A. Consultancy website; www.tcpaconsultancy.com;
- Www.tcpa5pmanagementconsultancy.com; to find more info about the
5P-Management Principles and Philosophy-Formula©
- Www.tcpaguidancecenter.com; to find more info about the Peace and ProsperityEquation©
- Www.AlvinLeito.com; to find more info about myself
- Www.Tiiendemans.com; to find more info about Tiiendemans Intellectualis Proprietas
B.V.: the legal owner of the trade secrets and trademarks described and inspired from the
1001 Year Plan
- Www.Tiiendemanns.com; to find more information about Tiiendemanns Group in
general
As you will see on those websites, they are not finished. As in, with the complete
information on them and/or design is not UX optimized for best readability, because I did
that myself and with help from investors and participants in the dICO/STO our team will
get the funding to work on those. The websites are now build to inform not to teach,
that’s why the information on there is not yet finished. So if you think that they look like an
amateur made them, I couldn’t blame you in thinking that, because copywriting and
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graphic designing is not my strong suit. Business development, managing teams,
problem solving and creative thinking, are. Societal betterment, as in, leave the World in a
better state than when I was born is my passion in life.
Before you even consider in helping this team out by participating in the private rounds or
the dICO/STO, you need to understand and accept how this business is structured.
Because at the start it will be fully centralized and managed by myself. But, with a lot of
the bonus allocations and future share creation schemes statutory set and legally binding
by Dutch and EU law from the start. With afterwards high quorum and voting
requirements needed to change fundamental statutory rules and regulations, like share
count amount, lock up and vesting periods, bonus allocations and corporate goals and
mission statements.
Therefor as the Founder, I will start with absolute voting power through the Tiiendemanns
Group Trust, all the while starting as a small economic shareholder and I will need to earn,
through the passing of time or through predetermined performance achievements the rest
of the common shares and Class A shares to become a major economic shareholder. As
more shares gets created and when the vast majority gets distributed between the equity
(accredited/institutional) investors, all 3 branches of the management layers of all entities
in the Tiiendemanns Group, all team members that reach predetermined performance
achievements or when the company as a whole reach predetermined performance goals
and participants in the dICO/STO, that absolute power gets diminished until reaching an
influential level and becomes not absolute anymore as time passes and the organization
gets more decentralized run.
Understanding this introduction, means that you understand our ambitious goals and the
patience and endurance we have to get there, all the while rewarding both the equity
investors that start with us from the beginning and the investors that start with us even
after reaching the milestone of the 1001 anniversary of the Tiiendemanns Group. With
only diﬀerence is, we don’t need to talk about the dividends that they will receive,
because by the time this becomes a reality, that will be something to become jealous
about. Investors in the beginning will need to satisfy themselves with share value creation
through the stable and steady growth of the Tiiendemanns Group as a whole. Especially
in the first phases of growth of the Tiiendemanns Group exit for investors will mean selling
the shares to other (private/institutional) investors or through share buy back programs
from the company.
It is to be seen if the Tiiendemanns Group will give out dividends in my life time. A special
dividend when one of the subsidiaries of Tiiendemanns Holding goes public, could be a
possibility, depending the reasoning we as shareholders decide to take that subsidiary
public. I am of opinion that the current state of global stock market systems are driven
only by numbers, not real life outcome/output nor societal contributions/gains.
This creates business cultures of short term financial risk taking management styles, for
higher short term gain (only financially) and lower long term gains (both financially and
societal), instead of business cultures with long term financial stability management
styles, for lower short term gain (only financially) and higher and more sustainable long
term gains (both financially and societal).
So please be advised, that as long as I hold that absolute voting power and/or an
influential enough voting power, I will not vote to take Tiiendemanns Holding nor
Hiinderloopn Ventures public, especially not as long as the status quo is maintained. The
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statutory share structure is designed to withstand the period being private with the
growth prospect of being active in all countries around the World. All the statutory lock up
and vesting periods reflect this mission to connect with anyone on Earth willing and able
to welcome us into their lives.
Alvin

8. Disclaimer about this
All what is written in this whitepaper conforms to the 5P-Management Principles and
Philosophy-formula©. Even though the ideas contained in this whitepaper may sound
very diﬃcult to achieve, nothing described in here is undoable or impossible to achieve.
Diﬃcult? Yes. Too diﬃcult? Only with little funding.
More information on the 5P-formula© can be found on
www.TCPA5PManagementConsultancy.com.
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